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Archaeological records from Australia provide the earliest, indirect evidence for maritime 
crossings by early modern humans anywhere in the world. As the island archipelago of 
Wallacea has never been connected to the continental landmasses of Sunda in the west 
(mainland Southeast Asia) or Sahul in the east (Australia and New Guinea), water crossings 
through this region were essential for the human colonisation of Australia. The archaeological 
record for human movement in Wallacea is still a work in progress, however, and none of the 
evidence pre-dates the archaeological record from Sahul. In 1977 the American anthropologist 
Joseph B. Birdsell suggested two main initial routes from Sunda to Sahul, a northern route with 
a landing in New Guinea, and a southern route landing in northern Australia. Models of this 
significant colonisation event have since been suggested, however, there has been little 
consensus about which model describes the most parsimonious pathway for first landfall in 
Sahul. Likewise, later movements between islands is still in question. The dearth of sampled 
islands and sites in Wallacea has made testing movement models against archaeological 
evidence difficult, if not impossible.  
This PhD attempted to examine inter-island movements using a three-pronged approach: 1) 
archaeological survey and excavation of Wallacean sites, combined with review and revision of 
the archaeological literature, to identify the timings of early human occupation in the region 
and enlarge the number of archaeological sample points; 2) reconstructing the 
palaeogeography of the Wallacean archipelago for the likely periods of initial human 
colonisation, and through this, model island connectivity and develop a model for human 
movement through the region; and 3) identify proxy records of human movement between 
islands to provide information on networks of connection between prehistoric island 
communities, and in doing so test the reliability of the model outcomes.  
This study provides a much needed up date to Birdsell’s model from over 40 years ago, with an 
innovative use of geographic information systems to digitise and expand upon the 
reconstructions of palaeo-Wallacea and the differing variables which would have impacted 
early modern human movements through the region. The resulting reconstructions and 
models identified a multitude of now-submerged islands throughout Wallacea which would 
have significantly increased the connectivity between islands in the prehistoric archipelago, 
produced the first reconstructions of palaeo-hydrology for the region, developed two 
measures of intervisibility between islands and in applying these calculations to the Wallacean 
archipelago, identified ca. 65 ka and ca. 45 ka as the periods of likely human arrival with the 
greatest intervisibility. This study is also the first to apply least-cost modelling techniques to 
sea travel, enabling the model to be expanded across the Wallacean archipelago for the first 
time. Models and palaeogeographic reconstructions constructed herein provide overwhelming 
support for an initial northern route through Wallacea, with a landing on the modern island of 
Misool, near the Papuan Bird’s Head. Extensive archaeological research on islands of the 
southern route has so far failed to recover any dates which pre-date those for Sahul, and thus 
support this inference. Human translocations of cuscus (Phalangeridae) throughout Wallacea 
found good support for a humanly-assisted introduction from Papua to Timor ca. 3ka, 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Overview 
Africa has long been established as the evolutionary place of origin of our species Homo 
sapiens. This is well supported by fossil, archaeological, and genetic records (Stinger, 2002; 
Stringer and Galway-Witham, 2017; Schlebusch and Jakobsson, 2018). The latest evidence 
suggests that H. sapiens had diverged from their common ancestor to become a separate, 
recognisable species by the Middle Pleistocene (Hublin et al., 2017; Posth et al., 2017). It is also 
well accepted that early modern humans (EMH; H. sapiens) along with archaic hominins (e.g. 
H. erectus, H. neanderthalensis) dispersed out of Africa at different intervals to colonise 
various parts of the globe (Bae et al., 2017a; Nielsen et al., 2017). However, the timing of initial 
dispersal of EMH out of Africa is one of the most contentious topics in anthropology, 
archaeology and genetic studies today.  Most archaeologists agree that the initial dispersal of 
EMH out of Africa occurred sometime between 170 and 50 ka, based on a growing body 
of records from Asia (e.g. Westaway et al. 2017; Groucutt et al. 2018; Hershkovitz et al., 2018). 
The most conservative estimate is 50 ka, and is arrived at as the minimum age possible for 
dispersal in view of the fact that the ancestors of the Australian Aboriginal people had reached 
Australia by this time (Tobler et al., 2017; O’Connell et al., 2018). 
The Australia+New Guinea continent (Sahul) has remained isolated by sea from the mainland 
continent of Southeast Asia (Sunda) for the entirety of human history (Hall, 2009). This 
isolation makes the dispersal event from Sunda to Sahul the earliest known (successful) sea 
crossing by H. sapiens anywhere in the world (Davidson and Nobel, 1992). Of particular 
interest to this dispersal event is the island archipelago which lies between the two continents 
of Sunda and Sahul, known as Wallacea. Occupation dates from Sahul provide the minimum 
age for the Sunda to Sahul sea crossing. Unfortunately, archaeological research in Wallacea 
has yet to recover any evidence of EMH occupation prior to the occupation dates recovered 
from Sahul (Kealy et al., 2016).  
There is also debate around the chronology for initial Sahul occupation, with a date of ca. 65 ka 
recently obtained by OSL dating for Madjedbebe (Clarkson et al., 2017) being contended by 
some researchers who argue a 50 ka arrival date based on radiocarbon and molecular dating 
(O’Connell et al., 2018). Known EMH sites in Sunda older than those from Sahul are sparse, and 
the few that exist have had challenges to their chronologies (O’Connell et al., 2018). Thus, the 
date for out of Africa dispersal is often used as the maximum age boundary to bracket the 
Sunda-Sahul crossing, rather than dated sites in Southeast Asia itself (O’Connell et al., 2018; 
Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018). As noted above, the out of Africa H. sapiens dispersal event 
also continues to be extensively debated, in particular the dispersal which lead to the eventual 
colonisation of Sahul. The latest genetic research posits this dispersal event occurring 
anywhere between 200 ka and just 50 ka ago (Fu et al., 2014; Kuhlwilm et al., 2016). 
In addition to determining the timing of the Sunda to Sahul crossing event, the sparse and 
geographically patchy archaeological record of the Wallacean Archipelago also hinders 
investigations into the pattern of this dispersal. Of key interest is the identification of likely 
launch and landing locales on Sunda and Sahul, respectively, and the likely route/s taken 
through the islands of Wallacea. These route details have implications for a variety of studies 
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including investigations of human movement patterns throughout Sunda, Sahul, and Wallacea, 
responses to differences in palaeoenvironmental conditions, determining the likely 
technological capabilities of the first seafarers, and predictive indicators of regions with the 
highest archaeological potential for early EMH sites (Kealy et al., 2018a). In the absence of 
archaeological evidence, a number of hypothetical routes between Sunda and Sahul have been 
proposed as well as theoretical models of EMH movements and dispersal patterns (Birdsell, 
1977; Sondaar, 1989; Clark, 1991; Morwood and Van Oosterzee, 2007; Allen and O’Connell, 
2008). Until recently, however, there has been very little research conducted for the whole of 
Wallacea using digitised spatial data to implement dispersal models in a testable framework. 
Here I present the results of my PhD research to investigate and model EMH movements and 
dispersal patterns through Wallacea in relation to the Sunda-Sahul initial crossing event. I 
begin with an outline of the research project and aims (1.2.) and an introduction to the 
geographical region of interest; Wallacea (1.3.). This is followed by a review of the latest 
literature concerning the bracketing dates (Minimum and Maximum Bound) for the Sunda-
Sahul crossing; evidences for out of Africa dispersal and movement into Asia (and Sunda) 
(1.4.), as well as the different chronologies proposed for arrival in Sahul (1.5.). The impact of 
these variable chronologies is then explored in relation to the different hypotheses and models 
thus far proposed for EMH movement and dispersal through Wallacea (1.6.). In the following 
chapters I explicate my methodology and the results of my research into this earliest seafaring 
event. 
1.2. Research Project and Aims 
This research project was conducted as a part of the Australian Research Council Laureate 
Project (FL120100156): From Sunda to Sahul: Understanding modern human dispersal, 
adaptation and behaviour en route to Australia (henceforth Laureate Project), led by Chief 
Investigator Professor Sue O’Connor at the Australian National University. Focusing chiefly on 
human dispersal, my project aimed to explore initial human dispersal and subsequent 
interisland movements, through the Wallacean Archipelago. 
Using modelling techniques, this PhD project investigated the movement of EMH through 
Wallacea and evaluated the results in light of the known archaeological record produced by 
the Laureate Project (see Chapter 4 and Appendices E-P) and other, external research 
endeavours. With the goal of modelling route/s through Wallacea and then testing the model 
outcome, the research was divided into six projects with the following aims: 
1. To reconstruct the palaeogeography of Wallacea and the neighbouring coastlines of Sunda 
and Sahul for the periods of possible EMH arrival and dispersal (see Chapters 3, 5, & 6). 
2. To model the intervisibility of islands within the Wallacean palaeo-archipelago, as they 
might have been viewed by EMHs (see Chapters 5 & 6). 
3. To construct and run a least-cost surface model for human movement from Sunda to Sahul, 
based on the palaeogeographic reconstructions and intervisibility (see Chapter 6). 
4. To develop a proxy model of EMH movement between islands based on the biogeography 
and possible human translocations of the Cuscus (Phalanger) (see Chapters 7 & 8). 
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5. To compare the least-cost model results with proxies for movement and the latest 
archaeological data from the region to test model validity and identify key regions for future 
archaeological focus (see Chapter 9). 
1.3. Study Area: Wallacea 
Wallacea is the biogeographical region between continental Australia-New Guinea (Sahul) and 
Southeast Asia (Sunda). Named after Sir Alfred Russel Wallace and his biogeographical line, 
Wallace’s Line, which delineates the region’s western extent (Wallace, 1860, 1876). Wallacea is 
significant to biogeographers and archaeologists alike as the islands of the archipelago have 
never been connected to the mainlands of either Sunda or Sahul, even during periods of 
lowest sea level (Kealy et al., 2016). This island isolation means that all organisms ever to 
occupy Wallacea, be they plants, animals, or humans, had to successfully complete sea 
crossings from the mainland in order to settle on these islands.  
1.3.1. Geology and Biogeography 
Wallace’s Line, which runs north between the islands of Bali and Lombok, through the straits 
of Makassar between Borneo and Sulawesi and then east under the Philippines (Wallace, 1860, 
1876), was modified by Huxley in 1868 to include the Philippines within the Wallacean 
Archipelago. As a result, researchers alternatively include or exclude the Philippines from their 
definitions of Wallacea depending on the selection of various biogeographical features of the 
Philippines, which are both similar and distinct from those of the rest of the Wallacean 
Archipelago (Wallace, 1860, 1876; Huxley, 1868; Dickerson et al., 1928; White and Bruce, 
1986; Michaux, 2010; Lohman et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2013). Throughout this study I define 
Wallacea based on Wallace’s original line, excluding the Philippines. This does not mean that 
the Philippines are excluded from the study, but are instead treated as a neighbouring region, 
following both Wallace (1860, 1876) and more recent studies (Lohman et al., 2011; Brown et 
al., 2013) which consider the Philippines to be its own unique biogeographic region. The 
eastern extent of Wallacea is bounded by Lydekker’s Line which essentially follows the 
continental shelf of Sahul and has been relatively stable in is definition since it was first 
described (Lydekker, 1896; Merrill, 1923). 
A geologically complex region, the islands of Wallacea owe their origins to a combination of 
uplift and volcanic arcs formed by the colliding forces of three major tectonic plates: the 
Eurasian Plate, India-Australian Plate, and the Pacific-Philippine Sea Plate. Thus, most islands 
consist of a core of metamorphosed Palaeozoic and Mesozoic formations or Tertiary 
(Paleogene + Neogene) volcanics, ringed by more recent (Quaternary) limestone deposits. The 
limestone frequently forms terraces as a result of uplift and sea-level changes 
(Koesoemadinata and Noya, 1989; Agustiyanto et al., 1994; Sudana et al., 1994; Noya et al., 
1997). In some regions, particularly along the Banda Arc of southern Indonesia, continued 
volcanic activity has extended a number of islands through the formation of Quaternary 
volcanoes, some of which are still active today (e.g. Koesoemadinata and Noya, 1989). The 
major exception to this trend in geological composition is the island of Sulawesi. 
Sulawesi is not only the largest island in Wallacea (and 11th largest in the world), but it is also 
the most geologically complex (Nugraha and Hall, 2018). The presence of continental rocks on 
Sulawesi, originating from Sahul, has often led to hypothesis of certain Australasian species 
owing their Sulawesi distribution to vicariance rafting events (Barker et al., 2007; Stelbrink et 
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al., 2012). This “raft” known as the Sula Spur, represents part of the north-westerly extent of 
the Australian continental plate, which collided with the North Sulawesi volcanic arc during the 
Early Miocene (Nugraha and Hall, 2018). This collision resulted in uplifting and the formation of 
a handful of islands which would eventually expand and merge over the next 20 Ma into the 
present-day configuration (see Nugraha and Hall, 2018 for a detailed analysis of the geological 
processes involved). It is important to point out that while the result of this collision led to the 
presence of Sahul continental rocks on Sulawesi, these would have been submerged before 
the collision, negating the possibility for a vicariance rafting event carrying Australian flora and 
fauna to Sulawesi (Barker et al., 2007; Stelbrink et al., 2012; Nugraha and Hall, 2018). All 
ecosystems on the islands of the Wallacean Archipelago therefore, comprise various 
amalgamations of over-water dispersing species originating from either continental Sunda or 
Sahul.  
The Wallacean Archipelago is also notable for its records of early hominins and earliest 
evidence for sea-crossings by both Homo sapiens and an earlier hominin (possibly H. erectus). 
H. erectus is known from Java (Sunda) as early as 1.66 ± 0.4 Ma (Sémah et al., 2000; Bouteaux 
et al., 2007). East of Huxley’s Line, evidence from the Philippines for an unknown hominin 
presence at 777-631 ka has been recovered from Cagayan Valley, Luzon (Igicco et at., 2018). 
Early hominin occupation is recorded east of Wallace’s Line on Sulawesi (194-118 ka from 
Talepu; van den Bergh et al., 2016) and Flores (>1.02 ± 0.02 Ma from Wolo Sege; Brumm et al., 
2010), suggesting dispersal of this unidentified hominin into Wallacea by at least one million 
years ago. Concerning H. sapiens however, the oldest confirmed evidence for this over-water 
dispersal comes indirectly from the Australian archaeological record (see section 1.5. below).  
Dispersal of the H. floresiensis ancestor and the unidentified early hominin to Flores and 
Sulawesi, respectively, have both been hypothesised as the result of chance or incidental drift 
dispersal (Dennell et al., 2014). The multitude of water crossings required to transverse the 
Wallacean Archipelago and reach Sahul however, makes a random chance hypothesis for this 
latter dispersal by EMH highly unlikely (Davidson and Noble, 1992; Bird et al., 2018). 
Additionally, genetics suggests that a significant number of individuals would have been 
necessary to comprise a successful colonising population for Sahul (Tobler et al., 2017; Bird et 
al., 2018); further reducing the likelihood of unintentional colonisation. This makes Wallace’s 
Line and the Wallacean Archipelago as a whole, the oldest known site in the world for 
deliberate maritime-crossings by humans. 
1.3.2. The Archaeological Record of Wallacea 
The vast majority of dates for the region have been obtained using the radiocarbon technique 
(Table 1; with the exception of the rockart in Sulawesi dated to ca. 40.7 ka by Aubert et al., 
2014). Additionally, due to the poor preservation of organic remains encountered in the 
tropics (Louys et al., 2017; Morley, 2017), the oldest of these dates are rarely obtained from 
charcoal; instead relying on marine shell (Table 1). Radiocarbon dating of marine shell is, 
however, considered more problematic than other sources of radiocarbon such as charcoal, 





Table 1: Initial occupation dates for EMH Pleistocene archaeological sites in Wallacea (updated 
from Kealy et al., 2016:Table 1). Radiocarbon dates are calibrated using OxCal v.4.3 (Ramsey, 
2009) and the IntCal13a (for charcoal) and Marine13 (for shells) calibration curves (Reimer et 
al. 2013). All 14C dates not obtained from marine shell are indicated with asterisk: *single 
charcoal, **bulk charcoal & bone, and ***freshwater shell. 
ISLAND 
(IS. GROUP) 
SITE NAME 14C/U-SERIES 
DATE 
CAL BP AGE 
95.4% 
REFS.B 
TIMOR Jerimalai 41,572 ± 939 46,529 – 43,085 1 
Laili *40,417 ± 332 44,668 – 43,314 2 
Lene Hara 38,207±610 42,998 – 41,251 3 
Matja Kuru 2 32,200 ± 300 36,307 – 35,031 4 
Bui Ceri Uato 26,520 ± 340 30,967 – 29,559 5 
Uai Bobo 2 **13,400 ± 520 ?17,680 – 14,470? 6 
ROTI (TIMOR) Lua Meko 24,420 ± 250 28,603 – 27,676 7 
Lua Manggetek 13,390 ± 430 16,802 – 14,089 7 
ALOR (NUSA 
TENGGARA) 
Gua Makpan 35,232 ± 427 40,342 – 38,508 8 
Tron Bon Lei 17,630 ± 70 21,000 – 20,560 9 
KISAR (MALUKU 
BARAT DAYA) 
Here Sorot Entapa 13,395 ± 33 15,730 – 15,327 10 
Ratu Mali 13,129 ± 31 15,299 – 15,025 8 
FLORES (NUSA 
TENGGARA) 
Liang Bua *42,500 ± 900 48,031 – 44,327 11 
SULAWESI Leang Timpuseng 41,570 – 39,860 
Corrected U-Series 
12 
Leang Bulu Bettue 40,000 – 39,600 
Laser ablation U-series 
13 
Leang Jarie 39,990 – 39,350 
Corrected U-Series 
12 
Leang Barugayya 2 53,100 – 35,700 
Corrected U-Series 
12 
Leang Burung 2 ***30,597 ± 323 c34,926 – 33,875 14 
Leang Sampeang 33,360 – 31,840 
Corrected U-Series 
12 
Gua Jing 32,600 – 29,100 
Corrected U-Series 
12 
Leang Lompoa 30,500 – 28,200 
Corrected U-Series 
12 
Leang Barugayya 1 32,300 – 26,000 
Corrected U-Series 
12 
Leang Sakapao 1 25,390 ± 310 29,814 – 28,379 15 
SALIBABU (TALAUD) Leang Sarru 30,850 ± 340 35,034 – 33,864 16 
MOROTAI 
(HALMAHERA) 
Daeo 2 13,930 ± 140 16,767 – 15,889 17 
GEBE (HALMAHERA) Golo Cave 32,210 ± 320 36,350 – 35,001 17 
aThe ‘Northern Hemisphere’ calibration curve is used here for all Wallacean dates as it is 
considered to provide a more reliable estimate than SHCal (the Southern Hemisphere Curve) for 
equatorial regions, including locations in the low latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere (Rachel 
Wood pers. comm.). bRefs.: 1 Shipton et al., in press; 2 Hawkins et al., 2017; 3 O’Connor et al., 
2010; 4 O’Connor et al., 2014; 5 Selimiotis, 2006; 6 Glover, 1969; 7 Mahirta, 2003; 8 O’Connor 
et al., 2018e; 9 Samper Carro et al., 2016; 10 O’Connor et al., 2018a; 11 Sutikna et al., 2018; 12 
Aubert et al., 2014; 13 Li et al., 2016; 14 Brumm et al., 2018; 15 Bulbeck et al., 2004; 16 Ono et 
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al., 2009; 17 Bellwood et al., 1998. cCalibrated with 50% Marine radiocarbon, pushing the 
calibration further towards atmospheric or marine alters the calibrated range by ca. ±150. 
In particular, local marine reservoir (ΔR) effects, the “hard-water effect” for shells from 
limestone rich areas, and effects of recrystallisation (Douka et al., 2010) all detract from the 
accuracy of the final date. Shells selected for dating can be identified to species, enabling 
researchers to select suspension feeders over deposit feeders and thus, reduce the hard-water 
effect (Douka et al., 2010). Similarly, the use of fiegl staining (Dickson, 1966) and advances in 
pre-treatment processes has enabled radiocarbon laboratories to be quite confident in their 
assessment of recrystallisation (Douka et al., 2010). Unfortunately, a local reservoir effect has 
yet to be calculated for the Wallacean archipelago, causing all radiocarbon calibrations of 
marine shell dates for the region to be calculated without a ΔR offset (Table 1). Temporal 
errors can also occur in charcoal samples due to the ‘old wood’ effect (Kennett et al., 2002), 
however in the tropical environment of Wallacea this error range is unlikely to reach, and 
certainly not exceed, the local reservoir effect for shells. For investigations of earliest EMH 
occupation in Wallacea however, this currently unavoidable error range in the radiocarbon 
dates, of up to ca. 400 years, is negligible. 
The oldest possible date for EMH occupation in Wallacea comes from Liang Bua, Flores, 
recently published in light of the reinterpretated stratigraphy in this cave (Sutikna et al., 2016, 
2018). Sutikna et al. (2018) suggest EMH arrival on Flores ca. 48 – 44 ka based on changes in 
lithic raw material and a reduction in tool size in the deposits overlying the T3 tephra. This date 
range overlaps with both the Laili date of 44.7 – 43.3 ka (Hawkins et al., 2017) and the latest 
date recovered from the re-excavation of Asitau Kuru (previously known as Jerimalai), of ca. 47 
– 43 ka (Shipton et al., in review), in Timor-Leste. The overlaps in the 95.4% confidence interval 
make any further determinations of the earliest known occupied site in the region not possible 
(Table 1). Regardless of the exact occupation order between these three sites, their combined 
results suggest that EMH had reached the islands of Flores and Timor, and central-south 
Wallacea generally, by at least 44 ka (Hawkins et al., 2017; Sutikna et al., 2018; Shipton et al., 
in review). 
In addition to uncertainties surrounding the earliest known occupied site for Wallacea, the 
number and dates of sites on these islands are currently insufficient to discriminate any 
particular pathway from Sunda to Sahul (Table 1; Birdsell, 1977; Kealy et al., 2016, 2017, 
2018a). However, the oldest EMH occupation dates for Wallacea come from Nusa Tenggara, in 
addition to a total of 13 additional sites with Pleistocene EMH occupation across five islands 
(Table 1), which would appear to support a southern route into Sahul (Birdsell, 1977). 
However, only nine Wallacean islands, out of the thousands that make up the archipelago, 
have a known Pleistocene occupation chronology (Table 1). Furthermore, all of the Wallacean 
date ranges are younger than 50 ka, the minimum accepted age for initial occupation of 
Australia (Table 1; O’Connell et al., 2018). Thus, while some might be tempted to use the older 
dates from Timor and Flores to support a southern entry into Australia, until a larger sample 
size throughout the region at both the inter- and intra-island level is achieved, the exact 
pattern and timing of Sahul colonisation will remain in question. The islands of northern 
Wallacea in particular have received only limited archaeological surveys and excavations. 
Significantly, more extensive archaeological investigation of these northern islands would be 
required before they could be comparable with data from the south (Kealy et al., 2018a,b).  
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1.4. The Maximum Bound: Out of Africa and into Asia 
1.4.1. The Archaeological Record 
The earliest evidence, globally, for anatomically modern human (AMH) Homo sapiens comes 
from Jebel Irhoud in Morocco, where remains have been recovered from a layer dated to 315 
± 34 ka (Hublin et al., 2017). These dates further support an African origin for our species 
(Stinger, 2002; Hublin et al., 2017; Stringer and Galway-Witham, 2017). Outside of Africa, 
recent findings from Misliya Cave in Israel suggests AMH had dispersed out of Africa and 
reached Israel by at least 194 – 177 ka ago (Hershkovitz et al., 2018). Qafzeh and Skhul Caves 
(120-90 ka), and Manot Cave (60-50 ka) in modern Israel, and Al Wusta (ca. 95-86 ka) in Saudi 
Arabia reflect later expansions of the geographical range of H. sapiens (Schwarcz et al., 1988; 
Stringer et al., 1989; Mercier et al., 1993; Hershkovitz et al., 2015; Groucutt et al., 2018). 
Following Oppenhiemer’s (2009, 2012a) early modern human (EMH) dispersal route out of 
Africa into India and Southeast Asia the archaeological record becomes substantially reduced 
both in the number of identified sites and the reliability of their AMH identification and date 
association (O’Connell et al., 2018).  
Extensive research in India on various archaeological sequences containing stone tools, 
coupled with identification and concise dating of the Toba eruption in the deposit sequences, 
has been used to suggest that EMH may have been present in India as early as 77 ka (Haslam 
et al., 2010; Clarkson et al., 2012; Petraglia et al., 2012; Mark et al., 2014). Until human fossils 
are found and identified in association with these assemblages, however, the identity of the 
species of hominin responsible for their production will remain in question (Clarkson et al., 
2018; Blinkhorn, 2018; O’Connell et al., 2018). Currently, the oldest confirmed evidence for 
EMH occupation of the Indian subcontinent comes from Fa Hien-lena rockshelter in Sri Lanka 
with a date of ca. 40 – 36 ka for the layer containing confirmed AMH Homo sapiens remains 
(Athreya, 2014; Premathilake and Hunt, 2018). This date could be extended back to ca. 48 – 45 
ka should further analysis of the lower cultural deposits support an EMH origin (Premathilake 
and Hunt, 2018).  
Moving further east, sites in China suggest EMH occupation possibly as early as 100 – 80 ka or 
even earlier (Shen et al., 2013; Bae et al., 2014; Cai et al., 2017). However, doubts remain as to 
either their assignment to H. sapiens or the association of the fossils with the dates (see 
Dennell et al., 2014; O’Connell et al., 2018). The earliest unequivocally EMH from China is the 
Tianyuandong partial skeleton from northern China, directly dated to 40 – 38 ka cal BP (34,430 
± 510 BA-03222; Shang et al., 2007) and supported by genetic sequencing (Fu et al., 2013). 
Similarly, dates for EMH presence in Laos between 70 – 46 ka (Shackelford et al., 2018) have 
had the early range of this age distribution questioned by O’Connell et al. (2018) based on the 
reliability of the U-series dates and context association between the remains and OSL dated 
sediments. It is the earlier end of this range (70 – 46 ka) which is however, favoured by 
Shackelford et al. (2018) based on saturation and bleaching features of the dated quartz 
grains.  
At the southern extent of the Sunda continent, in present day Island Southeast Asia (ISEA), re-
analysis and dating of the site of Lida Ajer in Sumatra has produced a date of 73-63 ka for what 
is argued to be a modern human fossil (Westaway et al., 2017). While O’Connell et al. (2018) 
also express doubts about the validity of this claim, in particular the association between the 
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EMH remains and the dated breccia deposit, Westaway et al. (2018) presented responding 
evidence to support the association and reliability of the Lida Ajer date. In nearby Borneo, the 
site of Niah has also produced early evidence for EMH occupation with a date of ca. 50 – 47 ka 
(Higham et al., 2009). Recent U-series dating of calcite bracketing painted rock art in central-
east Borneo has also produced an estimate of 52 – 40 ka for art production (Aubert et al., 
2018). The archaeological record therefore, suggests EMH had dispersed out of Africa by 177 
ka and reached eastern Sunda by at least 52 ka, and likely 63 ka ago (Westaway et al., 2017; 
Aubert et al., 2018; Hershkovitz et al., 2018). 
1.4.2. The Genetic Record 
While the archaeological record for EMHs in Asia, Southeast Asia and Australia supports a pre-
60 ka date for initial out of Africa dispersal (Dennell and Petraglia, 2012; Bae et al., 2017), 
genetic studies on the topic have produced very mixed results. Extensive research into early 
modern human (EMH) and archaic hominin genetic histories has been conducted in recent 
years using a wide variety of genetic data and techniques. These techniques include; 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA; e.g. Soares et al., 2012) and nuclear DNA (nDNA; e.g. Schiffels and 
Durbin, 2014) analyses using molecular clocks, through to whole genome analysis, and the 
calculation of generations since admixture events with non-sapiens hominins (e.g. Fu et al., 
2014; Pagani et al., 2016). The latest studies differ in their dispersal estimates by almost 150 
ka, with the earliest estimate suggesting out of Africa dispersal 200 – 100 ka ago (Kuhlwilm et 
al., 2016), and the most recent at just 50 ka (Fu et al., 2014). While archaeological evidence 
such as the findings from Misliya Cave supports a >100 ka date (Kuhlwilm et al., 2016; 
Hershkovitz et al., 2018), studies favouring the Fu et al. (2014) dates of 60 – 50 ka argue that if 
the dating of these earlier archaeological sites is accurate, they must represent EMH 
communities which contributed no genetic material to our present day populations (i.e. ‘failed 
dispersals’; Bae et al., 2017; Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018). 
The study by Fu et al. (2014) considers the genome of the Ust’-Ishim specimen from Siberia, 
dated to 45 ka, to calculate the timing of an admixture event between Neandertal and EMH 
based on the breakdown rate of Neandertal DNA segments within the genome (Fu et al., 2014; 
Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018). Based on segment breakdown rate Fu et al. (2014) identified 
the number of generations separating the initial introduction of Neandertal DNA into the EMH 
genome and the Ust’-Ishim specimen. Multiplying this generation number by 29 years for an 
estimate of generation time, Fu et al. (2014) proposed a date of 60 – 50 ka for the admixture 
event. They further suggest that the proportion of Neandertal DNA in the Ust’-Ishim specimen 
(ca. 2%) is similar to all non-African modern populations, indicating that this admixture event 
must have occurred in a single time and place, just outside of Africa (Southwest Asia), and 
prior to the further dispersal of these peoples across the rest of the globe (Fu et al., 2014; 
Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018). The conclusions of these findings is that: a) EMH must have 
dispersed out of Africa as a single population, in a single event, which received an input of ca. 
2% Neandertal DNA prior to their further dispersal into Asia and Europe; b) that this event 
must have occurred prior to 45 ka in order for the Ust’-Ishim specimen to reach Siberia; c) that 
EMH dispersed out of Africa only shortly before 60 – 50 ka and did not disperse beyond 
southwest Asia until after 60 – 50 ka in order for the Neandertal admixture event to occur; d) 
any pre-existing EMH populations outside of Africa were completely replaced by this 2% 
population (Fu et al., 2014; Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018). 
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However, the 60 – 50 ka ‘Neandertal segment breakdown’ theory (Fu et al., 2014; Skoglund 
and Mathieson, 2018) contrasts strongly with the archaeological data (see above), and some 
recent genetic studies (e.g. Kuhlwilm et al., 2016; Pagai et al., 2016). Furthermore, later studies 
by Fu et al. (2016) suggest that this ca. 2% Neandertal DNA in some modern populations is the 
result of gradual decline in percentages due to natural “selection against” the Neandertal 
sequences in EMH populations over time. They suggest declines over the last 45 ka from up to 
6% Neandertal DNA down to ca. 2%. Fu et al.’s (2016) evidence for long-term natural selection 
operating on Neandertal-derived DNA within the Homo sapiens genome raises questions 
regarding their earlier calculation of generations-since-admixture of the Ust’-Ishim specimen 
(Fu et al., 2014), and the assumption of a single admixture event bracketing OoA dispersal 
(Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018).  Additionally, some studies have suggested that this ca. 2% 
could have been achieved through latter admixtures between an earlier OoA EMH population 
with no Neandertal DNA and latter dispersers carrying higher percentages (Vernot and Akey, 
2015). 
Further supporting existence of an earlier EMH dispersal outside of Africa prior to the 60 – 50 
ka admixture event, is the results of Pagani et al.’s (2016) study that found evidence for at 
least 2% ancestrally derived EMH admixture in the modern Papuan genome. Based on this 
Pagani et al. (2016) suggested an early EMH dispersal event after ca. 120 ka that largely died 
out and/or was replaced by the later “main” OoA dispersal event, but which has left small (ca. 
2%) genetic traces in some modern populations. This hypothesis is significantly more 
congruent with the archaeological record, and somewhat supported by other genetic studies 
which support an earlier ‘Oceania’ dispersal prior to the rest of Eurasia (Malaspinas et al., 
2016; Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018). The more recent discoveries regarding Neanderthal and 
EMH admixture have identified a Neanderthal population in the Altai Mountains, Siberia, that 
received genetic material from EMH outside of Africa ca. 100 ka (Kuhlwilm et al., 2016), further 
supporting the existence of EMH populations outside of Africa well before 60 ka. 
As summarised by Sikora (2017) and Nielsen et al. (2017), current advances in genetic 
techniques and data availability is showing an increasingly complex history of EMH and archaic 
human dispersals and introgression out of Africa and throughout Asia over the last 200 ka 
(Posth et al., 2017). While genetic data is invaluable for understanding this complex history, 
many of the methods involved are still in the early stages of development, substantial datasets 
of comparable sequences from Australasian populations are still being compiled, and temporal 
estimates are heavily dependent on clocks whose rates are still under revision (Mallick et al., 
2016; Pagani et al., 2016; Nielsen et al., 2017; Sikora, 2017; Tobler et al., 2017; Besenbacher et 
al., 2018). Thus, a variety of dispersal models have been proposed in an attempt to reconcile 
genetic and archaeological records in comparison to palaeoenvironmental and geographical 
factors (e.g. Bae et al., 2017a). 
1.4.3. Modelling Movement Out of Africa and Through Asia 
Investigations into out of Africa dispersals can be split into two different, although connected 
events: the immediate dispersal out of Africa into Southwest Asia (OoA) and the subsequent 
dispersal(s) from Southwest Asia (OoSA) throughout the rest of the world (Bae et al., 2017a,b; 
Sikora, 2017). The two most favoured models for the first event are a single OoA dispersal 
event at ca. 60-50 ka (MIS 3), or multiple dispersal events beginning during MIS 5 (130 – 71 ka; 
Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) (Bae et al., 2017). Following the establishment of an out of Africa 
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population(s), models again favour either single or multiple dispersal events with further 
considerations regarding the number, timing and locations of different admixture events 
between EMH and archaic human populations (Sikora, 2017). Debate also surrounds the 
different paths these various dispersal events may have taken, with arguments for southern vs 
northern OoA dispersal (e.g. Vyas et al., 2017), as well as a coastal vs interior/terrestrial OoSA 
route(s) from Southwest Asia (see Groucutt et al., 2015). 
As this project is primarily concerned with EMH arrival and dispersal through Wallacea and 
initial colonisation of Sahul, I focus here on models concerned with dispersal out of Southwest 
Asia and into Southeast Asia (Sunda). Looking at the timing and number of dispersals, three 
key models exist (Sikora, 2017): 1) an early OoA population which continued from Southwest 
Asia into Southeast Asia, followed by a separate, later OoA population which followed, mixed 
with, and eventually replaced the earlier population (Vernot and Akey, 2015; Pagani et al., 
2016; Kuhlwilm et al., 2016; Westaway et al., 2017; Hershkovitz et al., 2018); 2) an early 
“wave” of OoSA dispersal into Sunda and likely Sahul, separate to the later OoSA dispersal to 
the rest of the world (Rasmussen et al. 2011; Malaspinas et al., 2016); and 3) a single OoSA 
dispersal followed by later population divergence between Southeast Asians and northern 
Asians/Eurasians (Mallick et al., 2016). 
The likelihood of any of these three Asian dispersals is clearly influenced heavily by what OoA 
dispersal model is favoured. Based on the current status of archaeological and genetic 
evidence (see above), the most parsimonious model for OoA dispersal appears to be the “MIS 
5 – Multiple dispersal model” (Dennell and Petraglia, 2012; Bae et al., 2017a,b; Sikora, 2017). 
Despite discrepancies in the Sunda and Sahul archaeological records and incongruence 
between genetic studies, the presence of EMH populations outside of Africa by 177 – 90 ka 
ago (Stringer et al., 1989; Mercier et al., 1993; Hershkovitz et al., 2015; Groucutt et al., 2018) 
appears to be generally accepted by archaeologists and geneticists alike. The question, 
however, is if these early populations contributed any genetic material to modern human 
populations and if so, when and where did this introgression occur (Mallick et al., 2016; Pagani 
et al., 2016; Sikora, 2017). Pagani et al. (2016) provide strong support for the ‘EMH admixture’ 
model with evidence for an early EMH population that reached Sahul in advance of the later 
‘wave’ of dispersal. Improved archaeological and genetic data, as well as advanced analytical 
tools, will be required to further unravel which of these dispersal models most likely resulted 
in our present day populations (Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018). 
Regarding the southern vs northern routes out of Africa, palaeoclimate and dispersal models 
(e.g. Field and Lahr, 2005; Breeze et al., 2016) in addition to the archaeological record 
(Schwarcz et al., 1988; Stringer et al., 1989; Mercier et al., 1993; Hershkovitz et al., 2015) 
support the northern route across the Sinai Peninsula. The southern route, with its necessary 
water crossing of the Bab al Mandab Strait, is generally considered less likely due to the 
required rafting effort of at least 5 km (even at times of lowest sea level), when compared with 
the permanent land bridge of the Sinai (Bae et al., 2017a).  However, such a crossing is not 
impossible, particularly when we consider that EMH likely possessed at least some level of 
maritime capability by the time they reached the Sunda coast (Bulbeck, 2007), and so should 
not be ruled out entirely (Breeze et al., 2016; Bae et al., 2017a). The determination of which 
route was used has implications for models concerning dispersal pathways from Southwest 
Asia through to the east coast of Sunda (Boivin et al., 2013). 
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While a southern dispersal route out of Africa leads into the long favoured coastal route to 
Sunda and Sahul (Bulbeck, 2007; Oppenheimer, 2009, 2012a,b), archaeological data from 
Southwest Asia and India increasingly support a more terrestrially focused strategy of EMH 
populations (Roberts et al., 2015, 2017; Blinkhorn et al., 2017). Supporters of the coastal route 
point to the necessary, long-term development of maritime technologies required for the 
eventual crossing of Wallacea (Bulbeck, 2007; Balme, 2013) and highlight the now-submerged 
continental shelves to explain the lack of coastal sites in the current landscape (Erlandson and 
Braje, 2015). Furthermore, coastal resources (e.g. shellfish) are considered a particularly 
energy efficient food source, favouring their exploitation by EMH populations (Mellars, 2006; 
Bulbeck, 2007), while flat coastal plains are favourable for easy dispersal (Field and Lahr, 2005; 
Field et al., 2007).  
However, if we consider Roberts and Stewart’s (2018) “generalist-specialist” model for human 
behavioural adaptation, particularly in light of the growing body of ‘inland’ archaeological 
evidence from South and Southeast Asia (Boivin et al., 2013; Blinkhorn et al., 2017; Roberts et 
al., 2017; Bacon et al., 2018), this eastward dispersal appears much more complex than initially 
thought (Oppenheimer, 2009). Evidence for specialisations to particular inland environments 
such as rainforests (Roberts et al., 2017), supports the ‘generalist-specialist’ model (Roberts 
and Stewart, 2018) and demonstrates EMH abilities to adapt to, and exploit an exceptionally 
wide range of resources without a restriction to a single habitat (e.g. coasts, Mellars, 2006). It 
has also been hypothesised that initial eastward dispersal through South Asia was focused on 
the interior with coastal environments populated by latter radiations (Blinkhorn et al., 2017). 
Future archaeological discoveries from South and Southeast Asia will be required for a clearer 
understanding of these dispersal patterns, however, as the models by Field et al. (2007) 
suggest both coastal and inland routes were likely employed in the initial EMH OoSA dispersal, 
as might be expected if EMH were generalist-specialists. 
This inland vs coastal argument extends through Southeast Asia, right down to the eastern 
coast of Sunda where it has particular implications for models of EMH dispersal routes across 
Wallacea. For dispersal through Sunda these models tend to be classified as either a coastal 
route (Bulbeck, 2007; Oppenheimer, 2009, 2012a,b) or ‘savanna corridor’ (Bird et al., 2005). 
The coastal or ‘beachcomber’ route (Bulbeck, 2007; Oppenheimer, 2009, 2012a,b) follows the 
southern Eurasian coast east, all around the Indian Ocean to Bali (the most south-eastern 
extant of Sunda), before curling up north to follow the eastern Sunda coast to the northern tip 
of Borneo, and is therefore not considered to favour any particular launch point into Wallacea 
over another (Oppenheimer, 2012a). In contrast, the savanna corridor model suggests the 
presence of ‘savanna’ environments favourable to EMH exploitation and dispersal extending 
from the north through central and southern Sunda (Bird et al., 2005). This savanna corridor 
has been suggested by Bird et al. (2005, 2018) to support a southern (i.e. Bali) launch point and 
dispersal through Wallacea. However, the ‘generalist-specialist’ model of Roberts and Stewart 
(2018) and evidence for EMH occupation of rainforest environments in Sumatra (Westaway et 
al., 2017), cast doubts on the presumption of a savanna focus by EMH and the channelling 
effect the savanna corridor might have had on EMH dispersal routes. Least-cost models of 
EMH movement through Sunda support an interchanging coastal and inland pathway with 
support for both southern and northern launch points into Wallacea (Field and Lahr, 2005; 




1.5. The Minimum Bound: Initial Occupation of Sahul 
1.5.1. The Conundrum of Madjedbebe 
To the east of Wallacea lies Sahul, the conjoined continent of Australia and New Guinea which 
emerges when sea levels drop below present levels by ca. 20 m. As Wallacean occupation 
dates comparable with or earlier than those from Sahul have yet to be discovered (Table 1; 
Kealy et al., 2016), accurate determinations of the timing and location of earliest human 
occupation on Sahul is of significant importance for inferring when and where people first 
moved through Wallacea. To this end the archaeological site of Madjedbebe (previously 
known as Malakunanja II) located in Mirarr Country at the western edge of the Arnhem Land 
plateau, Northern Territory, has been of great significance to both Australian and Australasian 
archaeology (and also more broadly to global studies of human evolution and dispersal). Based 
on optical luminesce dating (OSL) techniques, the latest date recovered for the initial 
occupation of Madjedbebe is 65.0 ± (3.7, 5.7) ka (Clarkson et al., 2017). 
The Madjedbebe date of ca. 65 ka predates other early occupation sites in Sahul by at least 15 
ka (Turney et al., 2001; Bird et al., 2002; Bowler et al., 2003; Hamm et al., 2016; Wood et al., 
2016; Delannoy et al., 2017; Veth et al., 2017; Maloney et al., 2018b; McDonald et al., 2018) 
and this, among other reasons, has led to a questions on the validity of these dates (O’Connell 
et al., 2018). O’Connell et al. (2018) also point to problems with the site’s stratigraphy, 
suggesting Madjedbebe has been significantly disturbed with substantial downward 
movement of artefacts, resulting in marked overestimations of the date of occupation. They 
suggest an alternative initial occupation date for Sahul of ca. 50 ka (O’Connell et al., 2018) 
based largely on the recent mitochondrial genome analysis of Tobler et al. (2017), and 
generally supported by radiocarbon dates recovered from a number of sites throughout 
Australia and New Guinea. 
A proposed explanation for the disparity in occupation dates between Madjedbebe in the 
north and dates throughout the rest of Australia is the “initial adaptation phase” hypothesis 
proposed by Maloney et al. (2018b). This hypothesis suggests that the initial colonising 
population of Australia may have undergone an “adaption” period whereby population 
dispersal was stalled in northern Australia until technologies and population numbers had built 
up sufficiently for greater expansion (Maloney et al., 2018b). Palaeovegetation models also 
suggest a distinct change from general savanna/dry vegetation-type conditions of Wallacea 
and New Guinea and the different environments of Australia, to occur along the very northern 
tip of Australia (Hope et al., 2004). Based on these models, Madjedbebe is located on one of 
the few remaining (above water) regions of Australian Sahul where palaeovegetation 
conditions matched those of Wallacea. This latitudinal change in vegetation types may have 
also contributed to stalling southward dispersal and the necessity of an “initial adaptation 
phase” (Hope et al., 2004; Maloney et al., 2018b). The possibility of dispersal throughout the 
rest of Australia beginning from a northern Australian population after initial human arrival is 
also tentatively supported by the Tobler et al. (2017) phylogeny. Tobler et al.’s (2017) 
phylogeography strongly suggest a Northern Australian founding population as the origin point 





1.5.2. Occupation of Australia based on Regional Genetics 
It should be noted that the Tobler et al. (2017) study focused on regionalism within Australia, 
including 25 Melanesian samples and no outgroup data from Africa or Asia. Furthermore, the 
calibrations of the molecular clock used by Tobler et al. (2017) relied largely on rate data 
compiled from European studies focused on the last ca. 25 ka, with a single tip date of ca. 1.25 
ka based on estimates of the WHL4 skeleton age from Lake Mungo (Heupink et al., 2016). 
Recent mutation rate studies have also suggested significantly slower annual rates than 
previously estimated (Scally, 2016; Besenbacher et al., 2018). While these studies are based on 
genome wide calculations, and not focused on mitochondrial DNA (Tobler et al., 2017), 
continued changes in our understanding of mutation rates has substantial implications for 
studies relying on molecular clocks and the divergence estimate which they produce (Moorjani 
et al., 2016; Sikora, 2017). Furthermore, while the molecular calibration methodology used by 
Tobler et al. (2017) may be suitable for post-colonisation interpretations of regionalism, the 
earlier, initial divergence estimates may be affected by time dependency differences not 
reflected in the clock rates (Ho et al., 2011).  
While the Tobler et al. (2017) study has the potential to recover accurate divergence estimates 
for Australian colonisation, the current uncertainties in our knowledge of clock rates 
encourages very careful consideration of the results. In particular, the initial evolution rates 
could be out as a result of temporal dependency on events such as possible population bottle-
necks during dispersal across Wallacea and the initial colonisation event of Sahul (Malaspinas 
et al., 2016). Furthermore, when we consider the dated phylogeny recovered by Tobler et al. 
(2017), the 95% HPD intervals for their five “Aboriginal-Australian-Only” (AAO) clades cover an 
estimated divergence period of between 61.3 ka to 31.6 ka. These five clades also place within 
more deeply diverging clades, comprising either AAO samples or both Australian and 
Melanesian samples, whose mean divergence estimates extend beyond 50 ka (Tobler et al., 
2017). O’Connell et al. (2018)’s use of the Tobler et al. (2017) study to support Australian 
colonisation at ca. 50 ka appears to be a slight misinterpretation of the phylogenetic results. 
Rather, the Tobler et al. (2017) study suggests the presence of regional populations in Australia 
from about 50 ka, encouraging the hypothesis of initial arrival prior to this date. 
When considering the radiocarbon evidence for initial occupation of Australia (Turney et al., 
2001; Bowler et al., 2003; Bird et al., 2002; Hamm et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2016; Delannoy et 
al., 2017; Veth et al., 2017; Maloney et al., 2018b; McDonald et al., 2018), the Signor-Lipps 
effect (Signor and Lipps, 1982; Raup, 1986), the “initial adaption phase” hypothesis (Maloney 
et al., 2018b), and regional genetics (Tobler et al., 2018), a pre-50 ka arrival date appears likely. 
In light of this, the Madjedbebe date of ca. 65 ka with a minimum “conservative estimate” of 
59.3 ka for initial human occupation of northern Australia (Clarkson et al., 2017) seems less 
extreme or improbable than initial interpretation may suggest (O’Connell et al., 2018). 
However, the 10 – 15 ka gap between the Madjedbebe dates and the rest of Australia seems 
particularly long for an “adaptation phase”, and such an early date is poorly supported by the 
genetics (Tobler et al., 2017). Extensive investigations into the chronology and stratigraphy at 
Madjedbebe over the last few years by Clarkson et al. (2015, 2017, 2018), have provided 
strong support for the stratigraphic integrity of the site and its ca. 65 ka occupation date. Thus, 
a disparity between Madjedbebe and the rest of Sahul and Wallacea remains. Future 
archaeological investigations throughout northern Australia as well as Wallacea and New 
Guinea will be required to determine the validity and cause of this current temporal gap in our 
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records of Sahul colonisation. Until further data is recovered, the initial human occupation of 
Sahul is therefore considered here as ca. 65 – 50 ka (Clarkson et al., 2017; Tobler et al., 2017; 
O’Connell et al., 2018). 
1.6. Modelling Movement into and around Wallacea 
A model is a similar but simplified representation of a thing (e.g. organism, object, 
phenomenon) (Maria, 1997). In science, models are used to systematically represent real-
world processes or phenomena, and in so doing, enable their detailed investigation (Maria, 
1997; Börner et al., 2012). In particular, scientific models enable the prediction of a future 
event or change in a present system as well as the investigation of past systems which may no 
longer exist. It is important to note that while scientific models aim for accuracy, they also aim 
to simplify and reduce the real world into a set of elements and fundamental laws (Maria, 
1997; Börner et al., 2012). A model is best when simplification reduces complexity with limited 
parameters to enable easy experimentation and interpretation, while also representing the 
actual system and the majority of its salient features as best as possible (Maria, 1997). 
Scientific models come in a variety of forms depending on the system being investigated and 
methods used (Börner et al., 2012). In the study of past human movements, the models 
employed by scientists can be divided into two main types. 1) Theoretical models: whereby the 
researcher(s) investigate a number of parameters/variables which would affect moveability 
and direction, and discuss their hypothetical result, sometimes with the aid of hand drawn 
maps illustrating their favoured path. 2) Simulated models: whereby the parameters/variables 
of the theoretical model are converted into mathematical values which can be a mix of fixed, 
probabilistic, static and dynamic variables. This mathematical model is then configured into an 
operational one (usually through the use of computer software and programming), whereby 
this ‘simulated’ system can be reconfigured and experimented upon at will. While theoretical 
and simulated models may often appear to produce the same results, it is important to realise 
that the results of a theoretical model are unvalidated. In order to validate a model, it must be 
simulated, and those simulated results compared with the empirical data (Maria, 1997; Börner 
et al., 2012). As theoretical models do not produce simulated results, they remain a useful but 
unvalidated source of information. 
1.6.1. Hypothetical Routes and Theoretical Models 
The earliest detailed effort to plot likely dispersal routes from Sunda to Sahul was the seminal 
work by Joseph Birdsell, begun in 1957 and finalised in his 1977 publication. Based on factors 
of island visibility, crossing distance, and target size (island width), Birdsell (1977) drew two 
main, hypothetical routes through Wallacea with a total of five variations. Route 1, also known 
as the ‘northern route’ into Sahul launches from the extended Borneo coast near the present-
day Balabalagan islands across the Makassar Strait to Sulawesi. East of Sulawesi route 1 is split 
into three alternatives; A, B, and C, with Sahul landings near the present-day Raja Ampat 
islands, Misool Island, and Aru islands, respectively (Birdsell, 1977). Route 2, or the ‘southern 
route’ launches from Bali, crossing the Lombok Strait into the Nusa Tenggara archipelago of 
southern Wallacea. Route 2 has two alternative landing options, A at the Aru islands alongside 
the route 1C termination point, and B with a southern crossing directly from Timor to northern 
Australia. The only significantly different alternative route to Birdsell’s (1977) model, is the 
northern entry from the Philippines down to Sulawesi and into Wallacea proposed by Sondaar 
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(1989) and Morwood and Van Oosterzee’s (2007) (see Kealy et al., 2016: Figure 2). A final 
variation is the additional southern arm of Sondaar’s (1989) “China Giant Rat” route which 
continues south from Sulawesi to the island of Flores, Nusa Tenggara. A southward migration 
from Sulawesi is also supported by hypotheses regarding stegodon and the H. floresiensis 
ancestor dispersals (see Dennell et al., 2014), and increased island connectivity throughout the 
Flores Sea due to lowered sea levels (see Kealy et al., 2016). 
Other theoretical models of EMH movement through Wallacea have been less focused on 
identifying particular routes and more concerned with the drivers behind movement and the 
various adaptations dispersal requires (Clark, 1991; Chappell, 1993; Bulbeck, 2007; Allen and 
O’Connell, 2008; O’Connell et al., 2010; Balme, 2013). The ‘cultural adaptation’ models have 
incorporated various climate and optimal foraging parameters to produce hypothetical 
scenarios whereby EMH populations were either ‘pushed’ or ‘pulled’ across the seascape due 
to changing sea levels and resource availability. Unlike Birdsell (1977) and Oppenheimer (2009) 
who considered lowest sea levels to be the most favourable for dispersal based on a ‘shortest 
distance theory’, Chappell (1993), Clark (1991), and O’Connell et al. (2010), all suggest that 
rising sea levels likely acted as a driver behind dispersal. In addition to this ‘push’ mechanism 
behind rising sea levels encouraging population dispersal (Clark, 1991), the ‘pull’ factor of 
‘untouched’ ecosystems on distant islands has been proposed as an encouragement behind 
dispersal to new areas based on the principals of optimal foraging (Allen and O’Connell, 2008). 
Furthermore, periods of higher sea levels have been hypothesised to increase estuarine 
resource availability, increasing this ‘pull’ factor during higher sea levels (Bulbeck, 2007; 
Erlandson and Braje, 2015). 
As for the out of Africa studies, genetics has also been used to investigate population 
movements and dispersal patterns throughout Wallacea and its neighbouring regions. 
Unfortunately, Wallacea (as well as Southeast Asia and Oceania) has an extremely complex 
history of multiple, latter dispersal events which, through processes of admixture and 
replacement have resulted in minimal genetic signatures for the ‘initial’ populations remaining 
throughout the region today (Hill et al., 2007; Reich et al., 2011; Hudjashov e al., 2017; Lipson 
et al., 2018; McColl et al., 2018). Compounding this problem is the lack of aDNA data for 
Wallacea, a result of the region’s extremely poor climactic conditions for DNA preservation 
(Hofreiter et al., 2015), and skeletal remains more generally (Louys et al., 2017; O’Connor et 
al., 2017a). Thus, much of the genetic dispersal patterns for initial EMHs in Wallacea are 
inferred from studies of Sunda and Sahul. The latest studies of interest in this regard are the 
work by McColl et al. (2018) and Lipson et al. (2018) on Southeast Asian dispersals using aDNA, 
and Tobler et al. (2017) on the mitochondrial phylogenetics of Australia and New Guinea based 
on historical samples. These studies suggest initial dispersal from Sunda around 60 ka ago, 
reaching Sahul by at least 50 ka, followed by permanent genetic isolation of Aboriginal 
Australians from four later dispersals of Hoabinhians (Southeast Asian hunter-gatherer 
descendants of the initial EMH dispersal), Neolithic farmers of East and Southeast Asia, and the 
Austronesian islanders (Tobler et al., 2017; Lipson et al., 2018; McColl et al., 2018). 
1.6.2. Models in Practice 
The largest scale simulation for modelling human dispersal is the STEPPINGOUT program 
developed by Mithen and Reed (2002). This model considers the entirety of the earth’s surface 
(with the exception of the Americas) with regards to hominin dispersals between 2 Ma to 500 
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ka, and includes multiple variables of colonisation rates, palaeoenvironment, topography, and 
dietary preferences. While the STEPPINGOUT simulation is a fantastic tool for testing global-
scale models of hominin dispersal, unfortunately the resolution does not enable similar testing 
of smaller scale dispersals such as the one from Sunda to Sahul. STEPPINGOUT divides the 
word (minus the Americas) into seven pentagons; containing 14 hexagons which are further 
split into a grid of 7406 triangular cells, where each cell equates to ca. 45,000 km2 of the 
earth’s surface (Mithen and Reed, 2002). Such a resolution means areas larger than the island 
of Timor are reduced to a single cell. 
A much higher resolution model developed by Field and Lahr (2005), considered an area radius 
of 60 km to simulate EMH least-cost pathways out of Africa based on only three variables 
(slope, rivers, and deserts). Field and Lahr (2005) suggest that a higher resolution model with 
fewer variables offers a better approximation of real-world conditions, with easier 
comparisons and testing of the results, than the broader STEPPINGOUT model (Mithen and 
Reed, 2002; Field and Lahr, 2005). Unfortunately, while the Field and Lahr (2005) and later 
Field et al. (2007) least-cost models provided an excellent framework for testing EMH out of 
Africa dispersals, their classification of sea water as an impermeable barrier forced the models 
to halt upon reaching the east coast of Sunda (Field and Lahr, 2005). 
Interestingly, there is perhaps a greater proportion of simulated models relative to theoretical 
ones for over-sea travel than for land. This difference is perhaps due to the more complex 
interactions of ocean crossing parameters which make their interpretation by eye significantly 
more difficult. The extensive research surrounding the origin question of the Pacific islanders 
has also encouraged greater developments of computer simulation in this area. While early 
models such as Birdsell (1977) and Irwin (1989) were theoretical-only models of sea crossings, 
both these models have since been tested via computer simulations (Irwin et al., 1990; Davies 
and Bickler, 2014; Kealy et al., 2018a). The Pacific and Irwin’s (1989) “across the wind” model 
has received much more extensive and varied simulations (see Davies and Bickler, 2014 for a 
summary), than for the Wallacean region. With the exception of a single study in the Timor Sea 
(Wild, 1986), there had been no simulation models developed for the crossing from Sunda to 
Sahul until 2018 (Bird et al., 2018; Kealy et al., 2018a; Norman et al., 2018). 
Sea crossing models for Wallacea can be divided into two main varieties; those concerned with 
drift and sailing, as effected by variables of wind and current (e.g. Wild, 1986; Bird et al., 2018), 
and those concerned with distance and visibility (e.g. Kealy et al., 2018a; Norman et al., 2018). 
While these different variables are all interconnected and are jointly incorporated (to varying 
degrees) in models for the Pacific (Irwin et al., 1990; Davies and Bickler, 2014), there are a 
number of factors which have limited the potential of their combined application in Wallacea. 
Firstly, the period of likely colonisation of Wallacea and Sahul is significantly earlier than that 
of the Pacific (Green et al., 2008; Clarkson et al., 2017). The period of expansion into the Pacific 
(ca. 3.3 – 2.9 ka; Green et al., 2008; Kirch, 2010) occurs well after the extremes in climate 
variability and sea level changes of the Pleistocene (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001). With global 
ocean patterns stabilising in the Holocene to ones we recognise today, and minimal sea level 
changes effecting bathymetry (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001), the currents and winds of the 
Pacific ca. 3 ka ago likely bear a close resemblance to those of the present, enabling modellers 
to employ modern current data (e.g. Callaghan and Fitzpatrick, 2008). Additionally, the 
significant ocean gaps between the islands of the Pacific cause any bathymetric changes to 
have a very limited impact on overall currents (Gingele et al., 2002; Kawamura et al., 2006).  
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In Wallacea, on the other hand, the significant antiquity of the period in question, marked sea 
level fluctuations during the pre-LGM, tectonic changes, and nearness of islands resulting in 
significant changes to channel bathymetry, all make the incorporation of wind and current 
data significantly more difficult. While global models of ocean currents have included Wallacea 
(e.g. Weaver et al., 2001), the low resolution makes the data for specific inter-island models 
virtually meaningless. An alternative adopted by a number of modellers uses modern current 
data (e.g. Wild, 1986; Morwood and van Oosterzee, 2007; Bird et al., 2018, in review; Norman 
et al., 2018). Irrespective of the unknown effects of bigger, global changes in palaeocurrents 
that would have contributed to the Wallacean region (e.g. Prell et al., 1980), there are pitfalls 
in the use of modern currents for models of palaeo-Wallacea. 
As the majority of modern current applications have simply reconstructed their 
palaeogeography for the period under investigation, and then overlain modern current data, a 
clear problem is seen when a modern current runs into the “wall” of a mega-island’s coast, 
formed from the merging of two islands as a result of lowered sea levels. While some studies 
seem content to leave the model at that, the reconstruction of a current simply disappearing 
as it reaches the coast is highly unlikely. It should be further pointed out that ocean currents 
are extremely complex, interconnected systems, whereby the narrowing and/or shallowing of 
some channels and closing of others would precipitate a multitude of (literally) flow-on effects 
throughout the entire system. Thus, until a high-resolution model of Wallacean palaeo-
currents is developed (and simulated), accurate models which incorporate currents into their 
simulations will remain elusive. This can be seen in the model by Norman et al. (2018), who 
relied on factors of visibility, island connectivity and population demographics for their agent-
based model simulation and only considered their current models in the theoretical sense. A 
recent study by Bird et al. (in review) has attempted to combine these visibility and current 
variables to model drift and purposeful voyaging between select points along the northern and 
southern routes. In order to include current data in their study, Bird et al. (in review) were 
forced to base their models on a number of assumptions regarding minimal differences 
between modern current patterns and the palaeo-currents of Wallacea, which so far remain 
untested. 
1.5.3. Proxies for Human Movement 
Proxies for human movement come in two distinct forms: substitution proxies whereby the 
movements of something else (e.g. a different mammal species) is used to hypothesise similar 
movements by humans, or proxy indicators whereby objects or organisms can be directly 
linked to human activities and thus indicate movement. An example of the first proxy is the 
work by Sondaar (1989) who used dispersal patterns of giant rats and stegodons to infer 
possible paths followed by EMH into Sahul. While his stegodon analysis largely concerned 
connectivity between just Sulawesi and Flores, his work on giant rat distributions led Sondaar 
(1989) to propose two routes to Sahul, the China Giant Rat Route, and the Sunda Giant Rat 
Route. While Sondaar’s (1989) research informs further on the general connectivity of the 
Wallacean islands, his routes differ little from the overall results of Birdsell’s (1977) model (see 
Kealy et al., 2016: Figure 2) and their generalised nature provided little or no information 
concerning the smaller islands of the region (Sondaar, 1989). 
Proxy indicators for human movement are objects or organisms which are foreign to the 
location of interest and identified as owing their arrival to human agencies. A simple proxy 
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might be the presence of marine shells in a cave site some distance from the coast, indicating 
that its inhabitants had access to, or traded with peoples who had access to, the sea (e.g. 
Hawkins et al., 2017). The further identification of the initial arrival of the foreign object and its 
source location provide archaeologists with a wealth of information regarding early human 
movement patterns, community connectivity, and technology levels at different points in time. 
Examples of useful proxies for inter-island movement in Wallacea include rodents, obsidian, 
pottery, dogs, and cuscuses.  
While these movement proxies have received notable attention in the regions of Near Oceania 
and the wider Pacific (see Storey et al., 2013 for a summary), their applications in Wallacea, 
particularly for Pleistocene movements, has been very limited. Only a single study has so far 
found proxy evidence for Pleistocene human movement between Wallacean islands, that of 
Reepmeyer et al. (2016) who used obsidian sourcing to identify the presence of obsidian from 
the same (as yet unidentified) source on both Timor and Alor islands. While this study indicates 
an obsidian network connecting Alor and Timor islands ca. 14 – 12 ka, the lack of local sources 
on Timor and replacement of known local sources on Alor at this time strongly suggests at 
least one other island (the source) was involved in this trade network (Reepmeyer et al., 2016). 
At around 3.5 ka we see much more extensive evidence for inter-island movements in 
Wallacea based on obsidian networks between the Talauds, Borneo, and the Philippines 
(Reepmeyer et al., 2011), the arrival of pottery throughout the region, and dogs and cuscus on 
Timor (O’Connor, 2015); all indicating a significant increase in inter-island interactions. 
However, our understanding of the directionalities of even these more recent movements is 
very poorly constrained. Obsidian sources remain unidentified (Reepmeyer et al., 2011, 2016), 
mtDNA studies of the early Timor dog have failed to identify a likely (immediate) source 
population (Greig et al., 2018), and molecular phylogenetics of the Timor cuscus supports the 
general assumption of a New Guinea origin, however, significant gaps in sampling makes 
further investigations unavailable at this time (Kealy et al., in review, in prep). Recent aDNA 
analysis of black rats on the Talaud islands have been used to infer dispersal from Sulawesi 
rather than the Philippines (Louys et al., 2018). Further archaeological investigations in Talaud, 
and DNA research of rats throughout the surrounding region are required, however, to 
confirm this hypothesis and pinpoint the source locality (Louys et al., 2018). Improving our 
understanding of these inter-island movements, even for more recent times, can greatly assist 
in model developments and interpretations of model outputs. In particular, the determination 
of directionality is of great significance as it provides us with solid evidence for successful 
movement between two points, which can be used for the future calibration and testing of our 
models of human movement. 
1.6. Thesis Structure 
This thesis is a “Thesis by Compilation”, whereby the chapters contained within consist of 
independent research papers that are published, under revision, or in preparation for 
submission to peer-reviewed academic journals (Chapters 3 – 8), and an encompassing 
exegesis (Chapters 1, 2 and 9) which has not been submitted elsewhere. Following the ANU 
guidelines for “Thesis by Compilation” (Appendix A), Chapters 3—8 are styled and formatted in 
accordance with the requirements of the journal to which they were submitted, and 
corresponding signed authorship declarations which detail the contribution of each author are 
included at the beginning of each of these chapters. 
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Chapter 3 explores the state of the EMH archaeological record for Wallacea and surrounds at 
the beginning of the project and the effects lowered sea levels have on the seascape of the 
palaeo-archipelago. Chapter 4 details the fieldwork methodology developed and implemented 
throughout the course of this research project and the greater Laureate Project to expand the 
quantity and spatial distribution of known archaeological sites in Wallacea (see also 
Appendices E – P). Chapter 5 depicts the palaeogeographical reconstructions of the Wallacean 
archipelago for the broad period of likely human arrival (65 – 45 ka), and calculates the extent 
of intervisibility between islands for these time slices. Chapter 6 builds on the work in the 
previous chapters to compile a cost surface dataset to model EMH dispersal routes from Sunda 
to Sahul using a ‘least-cost pathway’ model. Chapter 7 takes a step away from direct 
archaeological or model investigations of human movement to explore the relationships and 
dispersal timings of a possible proxy for human movement, the cuscus (Phalanger). Chapter 8 
combines the results of Chapter 7 and the known archaeological and modern records for 
cuscus throughout Wallacea and Sahul to develop a biogeographical model for testing the 
likelihood and directionality of possible human translocations of cuscus in palaeo-Wallacea.  
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Chapter 2. Methods 
 
In this chapter key concepts and methodologies which underpin the thesis are discussed. 
Methods specific to individual research projects are described in the published and 
unpublished papers, and not covered in this chapter to avoid repetition. Instead, this chapter 
provides background on the various datasets, assumptions, and calculations upon which the 
research is based, and specific methods developed. 
2.1. Palaeogeographic Reconstruction of Wallacea 
This research project relies upon palaeogeographic reconstructions of the Wallacean 
archipelago and its surrounding regions. The palaeogeographic reconstructions modelled in 
this thesis are formed from three key datasets, detailed below. 
2.1.1. The General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) 
GEBCO is the leading authority on global, publicly-available bathymetric datasets, operating 
under joint support from the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) and the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of UNESCO (Smith and Sandwell, 1997). 
The most recent and updated GEBCO grid was released in 2014 and is a combination of 
sounding data and satellite-based interpolation. Approximately 18% of the GEBCO_14 Grid 
consists of multibeam and single-beam soundings, with interpolation between these sounding 
points guided by satellite-derived gravity data (Weatherall et al., 2015). The GEBCO_14 Grid 
has a relatively course resolution of 30 arc seconds per cell, which equates to approximately 
950 m pixels for the Wallacean region. While for Wallacea as a whole the GEBCO_14 30 arc 
second grid is the best currently available, datasets with significantly improved resolution do 
exist for select regions of the globe.  
Bird et al. (2018) used one of these finer resolutions for their reconstructions of the region 
between Timor and Australia and suggested that the courser resolution of the GEBCO_14 grid 
would lead to underestimations of island elevation in palaeogeographic reconstructions. 
Inaccuracies in the GEBCO_14 dataset also become apparent when compared with ship 
sounding data collected by Dutch traders at the end of the 19th Century and charted by the 
hydrography department of the Netherlands (Department of Hydrography, Netherlands, 
1902). In particular, narrow channels between islands such as Halmahera and Morotai recover 
differences in the order of hundreds of metres between the GEBCO_14 and Dutch sounding 
measurements. This comparison suggests that the scale of the GEBCO_14 dataset is resulting 
in averaging across these small channels, leading to overestimations of island size and 
connectivity (Department of Hydrography, Netherlands, 1902).  
Nevertheless, the GEBCO_14 Grid dataset is currently the most accurate and detailed 
bathymetric chart of Wallacea available. As Weatherall et al. (2015) point out, it would require 
another 900 years of ship surveying efforts to completely map the world’s ocean floors. The 
use of a single bathymetric dataset which seamlessly covers the entire region of interest also 
ensures consistency in the resolution of all data and resulting analyses. Thus, the GEBCO_14 




2.1.2. The Sea-Level Change Model 
Throughout this thesis I have used the sea level palaeoclimate model of Lambeck and Chappell 
(2001) for reconstructions of relative sea level heights. The Lambeck and Chappell (2001) sea-
level change model is based on records from the Huon Peninsula in Papua New Guinea. More 
recent sea-level models than the one by Lambeck and Chappell (2001) are available such as the 
Siddall et al. (2003) and Grant et al. (2014) Red Sea-based models, and the Waelbroeck et al. 
(2002) and Böhm et al. (2015) North Atlantic models. However, as the multi-site sea level study 
by Kopp et al. (2009) illustrates, none of these other records covering the last interglacial are 
as close to the Wallacean region as the Huon Peninsula record. Additionally, while there are 
climate records recovered from sites in Wallacea itself, such as the speleothem record of 
Ayliffe et al. (2013) on Flores, this record only extends back to 31 ka. The Huon Peninsula 
record however, preserves region-specific relative sea-level data for the last 100,000 years, 
making it best suited to studies of early human occupation of Wallacea ca. 70 – 45 ka (Lambeck 
and Chappell, 2001).  
2.1.3. An Average Rate of Uplift for Wallacea 
The tectonic activity of Wallacea, resulting from the colliding forces of three tectonic plates, 
has produced notable degrees of uplift throughout the region. Average uplift rates of up to 1.4 
m rise every thousand years have been recorded (Roosmawati and Harris, 2009), however, 
there is considerable variability between uplift rates on the different Wallacean islands. Of the 
thousands of islands in Wallacea, only eight (Timor, Semau, Rote, Savu, Sumba, Alor, Kisar, and 
Sulawesi) have had their uplift investigated (Chappell and Veeh, 1978; Jouannic et al., 1988; 
Pirazzoli et al., 1993; Hantoro et al., 1994; Sumosusastro et al., 1989; Cox, 2009; Roosmawati 
and Harris, 2009; Major et al., 2013; Nexer et al., 2015).  
Uplift is an important variable to consider in palaeogeographic reconstructions as it can have 
significant impacts on reconstructed island extent. A lack of consideration for uplift can result 
in significant overestimation on palaeo-island size. Thus, until a greater percentage of 
Wallacean islands have documented uplift rates, the known rates were used to calculate a 
regional average. The result of this calculation was an average Wallacean uplift rate of 0.5 
m/ka (see Kealy et al., 2017; Chapter 5), which was used for palaeogeographic reconstructions 
throughout this project. To implement this rate into the palaeogeographic reconstructions, the 
sea-level values from Lambeck and Chappell’s (2001) model were adjusted. Thus, for the 
period 60 ka ago, Wallacea is assumed to be 30 m lower than its present uplifted height. As 
Lambeck and Chappell (2001) model a sea level of 59 m below present for 60 ka, when 
adjusted for this average uplift, the resulting palaeogeographic reconstruction places the 60 ka 
sea-level at the -29 m bathymetric mark, or 29 m below the present shore-line. See Chapter 4 
and Appendix J for further details of the methodology and outcomes. 
2.2. Visibility and Intervisibility in an Island Archipelago 
Visibility of an object or landmark is effected by six factors: object size, distance from the 
viewer, atmospheric transparency/obscuring elements, contrast between the object and its 
background, the position of the sun, and the viewer’s visual acuity. When measuring the 
extent of visibility we rely on distance-to-the-horizon calculations, that are based on 
Pythagoras' theorem (French, 1982). 
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Figure 1: Diagram demonstrating the distance to the geometric horizon calculation using a 
right-angled triangle and Pythagoras’ Theorem. s = surface of the earth, O = observer, H = 
horizon, d = distance from O to H, h = height of the observer, R = radius of the earth. 
The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates how lines drawn between the centre of the earth and an 
observer’s eye located h above the surface of the earth forms a right-angled triangle when 
linked with the geometric horizon. Thus, the distance to the horizon can be calculated by the 
following: 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐 =  (𝐑𝐑 + 𝒉𝒉)𝟐𝟐 −  𝐑𝐑𝟐𝟐 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐 = 𝟐𝟐𝐑𝐑𝒉𝒉+  𝒉𝒉𝟐𝟐 
𝒅𝒅 =  �𝟐𝟐𝐑𝐑𝒉𝒉 + 𝒉𝒉𝟐𝟐 
However, as h << R it is customary to neglect the additional h2 in the equation (French, 1982). 
Thus; 𝒅𝒅 ≈ √𝟐𝟐𝐑𝐑𝒉𝒉. Taking into account the standard radius of the earth (R = 6378 km), this 
equation can be further refined to 𝒅𝒅 = 𝟑𝟑.𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓 × √𝒉𝒉. 
When viewing an object (or island), we must also take into account the object height to 
determine how far it extends above the horizon, thus extending the distance at which it is 
visible to the observer.   
Figure 2: Diagram demonstrating how a point which extends above the surface of the earth, 
extends visibility beyond the horizon. To calculate this, each distance-to-the-horizon 
measurement is calculated for the observer and for the object being viewed, and then 
combined to determine the total visibility. 
To do this we must calculate the distance to the horizon for the observer and the emerging 
object and then add them together to get our total distance of visibility (see Figure 2). Thus, 
the equation becomes; 𝒅𝒅𝟏𝟏 𝟐𝟐 = �𝟑𝟑.𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓 ×�𝒉𝒉𝟏𝟏� + �𝟑𝟑.𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓 × �𝒉𝒉𝟐𝟐� or 𝒅𝒅𝟏𝟏 𝟐𝟐 = 𝟑𝟑.𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓��𝒉𝒉𝟏𝟏 +
�𝒉𝒉𝟐𝟐�. In this way we can calculate the maximum distance at which an observer can view an 
object emergent above the horizon. In the case of an island archipelago and a possible early 
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human disperser, this can be expressed as h1 = 0.5 m (an estimated eye height for an observer 
seated in a simple watercraft such as a canoe or raft), and h2 = maximum island height (in 
metres). This equation notably does not account for atmospheric refraction which bends light 
following the curvature of the earth, allowing the observer to see slightly beyond the distance 
calculated here. Calculating the degree of atmospheric refraction is, however, extremely 
complicated as it is dependent on atmospheric composition and density that are in turn 
heavily affected by differences in temperature, particularly over bodies of water. Thus, an 
observer may find refraction extending their vision only marginally and then substantially, 
respectively, over two consecutive days. Due to the difficulty in calculating the effect of 
refraction, in addition to the inverse effect of contrast reduction caused by incoherent 
atmospheric scatter (French, 1982; Bohren and Fraser, 1986), a refraction constant is not 
included in the visibility equation used here (see Chapter 3 for further details and intervisibility 
reconstructions). 
A variety of phenomena exist that can negatively affect visibility. These include: precipitation, 
mist, fog, haze, dust, volcanic ash, and smoke. Similarly, a number of phenomena exist that can 
form above an island and that may indicate its presence to an observer, even if the island itself 
is not visible above the horizon. These include: cloud formations, smoke, looming (a type of 
mirage which raises the visibility of objects beyond the horizon), cloud reflection and sea birds 
(Lewis, 1971; Bednarik, 2001). The unpredictability of these phenomena, however, prohibits 
any calculation of their effect on measures of visibility distance. Thus, while the visibility 
calculation expressed above does not take these various additional factors into account, when 
considering the temporal scale of the project, it acts as a sound average measure of visibility 
throughout the region. 
2.3. Phylogeography and its Application to Questions in Archaeology 
Phylogeography aims to determine the origin of the current geographical configuration within 
and among related species across a landscape based on patterns in the organism’s 
evolutionary history (Emerson et al., 2011; Wiley and Lieberman, 2011). Phylogeographical 
analyses can be used to determine likely mechanisms driving these patterns of evolution and 
biogeography through comparisons with models of palaeoenvironment, palaeoclimate, 
palaeogeology, and archaeology. Of particular relevance to this project is the use of 
phylogeography to investigate the impacts of early human colonisers on island ecosystems and 
the possibility of species translocations.  
While no marsupial species is known to have ever successfully crossed over Wallace’s Line, a 
number of marsupials are known from the islands of Wallacea, indicating successful dispersal 
west of Lydekker’s Line (Heinsohn, 2011). Some of these marsupials have been recovered in 
archaeological excavations in Wallacea and their island distribution in the region attributed to 
human translocations (Heinsohn, 2010; O’Connor, 2015). In light of limited archaeological 
evidence and direct dates on these, phylogenetics can be used to inform on patterns and 
timings of events in the evolutionary history of a species, which can in turn inform on the 
likelihood of natural vs. anthropogeneic dispersing agents. Furthermore, determining the 
existence (or not) of past human translocation activities can implicate directional movement of 




2.3.1. Morphological, Molecular, and Total Evidence Phylogenetics 
Modern phylogenetic analyses use explicit character matrices and computerised, algorithm-
based methods that attempt to reconstruct the evolutionary relationships of organisms 
according to a specific optimality criterion, such as maximum parsimony or maximum 
likelihood (Donoghue et al. 1989; Wiley and Lieberman 2011). Although in principle any 
datatype (e.g., behavioural, biochemical) can be used in phylogenetic analyses, most studies 
use morphological data, molecular data or a combination of the two. Molecular data is 
advantageous due to the high number of characters (as every single nucleotide base 
potentially represents a different character, and genomes can be billions of base pairs long) 
and high objectivity (molecular characters are easily defined, thus improving reliability of the 
individual character scores). Where molecular data falters, however, and morphological data 
becomes particularly important, is in the inclusion of fossil taxa for which molecular data is 
generally unavailable (Hillis 1987; Wiens 2004). Phylogenies based solely on morphological 
data, however, are often poorly resolved (Ruedas and Morales, 2005; Kealy and Beck, 2017; 
Kealy et al., in prep) and incongruent with the molecular phylogenies (Osborne and Christidis, 
2002; Ruedas and Morales, 2005; Crosby, 2007; Kealy and Beck, 2017). Thus, most researchers 
(e.g. Asher et al. 2004; Wiens 2004; Wiens et al. 2010) suggest that both datatypes should be 
employed for resolving phylogenetic relationships of groups which include modern and fossil 
taxa. This can be done through separate comparisons between the different analyses with 
calibrations to the molecular datasets relying on the results of the morphological phylogenies. 
Or alternatively, it can be achieved by combining molecular and morphological data into a 
single dataset for what is known as a ‘total evidence’ phylogenetic analysis (Wiens, 2009; Kealy 
and Beck, 2017). The inclusion of morphological data with molecular data can provide ‘hidden’ 
support for molecular clades and help resolve relationships where the phylogenetic signal in 
molecular data is weak. Importantly, this method also enables the use of ‘tip and node dating’ 
to recover the most accurate estimates of divergence times within the phylogeny. Tip and 
node dating is where minimum age constraints of selected nodes are specified by a priori fossil 
calibrations, and maximum age constraints for nodes result from the interaction between the 
node calibrations and dates on the fossil ‘tips’ of individual taxa (Kealy and Beck, 2017). 
2.3.2. Biogeography: Natural Dispersal vs Human Translocation 
Beginning with Wallace in the 1860s and ‘70s, biogeography has remained a fundamental 
discipline in the study of evolutionary biology and natural history. Evolutionary patterns 
reconstructed using phylogenetics can be applied to test evolutionary processes and 
determine the effects of biotic and abiotic factors on the distribution of life on earth (Wiley 
and Lieberman, 2011). A key question asked by archaeologists and biologists concerns the 
impact that prehistorical humans had on their environments, in particular on present-day 
distributions of plants and animals. While such questions remain nearly impossible to test at 
continental scales, the isolated nature of island ecosystems provides scientists with a unique 
setting for investigating natural dispersal versus human translocations. As the Wallacean 
archipelago and islands of New Guinea and the Bismarks represent the earliest region of island 
occupation by modern humans, they represent a unique opportunity for studies of this topic. 
Recent advances in probabilistic modelling of geographical range evolutions has enabled the 
investigation of biogeographical questions using model-based maximum-likelihood (ML) and 
Bayesian methodologies (Matzke, 2012). The R statistical program software package; 
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BioGeoBEARS (Matzke, 2013) enables the analysis of biogeographic patterns including 
dispersal, vicariance, and founder events between taxa in a phylogenetic tree. The 
BioGeoBEARS package operates off a dated, phylogenetic tree with corresponding (present-
day) geographical distribution data, inputted in R and analysed using Bayesian statistics under 
a series of evolutionary parameters (see Matzke, 2012). The results of this model and their 
corresponding statistical likelihood values can be used to interpret the probability of particular 
‘natural’ relocation events, while also highlighting areas where these events are unlikely, 
suggesting possible anthropogenic intervention. The specifics of BioGeoBEARS implementation 
in this project are discussed in Chapter 8. 
The results of the biogeographic model can then be compared with the palaeogeographic 
history and archaeological record of the region to develop hypotheses regarding early 
interactions between island communities and directional movement between islands. 
Combined with other proxy models for inter-island movement (e.g. Reepmeyer et al., 2016; 
Louys et al., 2018) these known crossings can be compared with route models for validation 
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The species-level systematics of the arboreal marsupial family Phalangeridae, 23 
particularly the genus Phalanger, are poorly understood. This is partly the result of the 24 
taxon’s wide distribution across Australia, New Guinea, eastern Indonesia, and 25 
surrounding islands. In order to refine the species-level systematics of Phalangeridae, 26 
and improve our understanding of their evolution, we generated 36 novel mitochondrial 27 
ND2 DNA sequences from multiple species and sample localities. We combined our 28 
new data with previously available sequences and produced the most comprehensive 29 
molecular phylogeny for Phalangeridae to date. The results of our analyses strongly 30 
support the monophyly of the three phalangerid subfamilies: Trichosurinae, 31 
Ailuropinae, Phalangerinae. However, our results also suggest the need to re-examine 32 
all specimens currently identified as ‘Phalanger orientalis’. We further suggest the 33 
elevation of the Solomon Island P. orientalis subspecies to species level - P. breviceps - 34 
and highlight the need for further work on the different island populations of this 35 
species. In addition, samples from the Timor P. orientalis population formed a 36 
monophyletic clade, consistent with introduction by humans from a single source 37 
population. Further research on the east Indonesian population of P. orientalis will be 38 
required to locate the source population for Timor P. orientalis and determine whether 39 
it merits subspecies classification. 40 
Keywords: Phalanger, New Guinea, Indonesia, Timor, molecular 41 






The Phalangeridae are a family of arboreal marsupials found throughout eastern 44 
Indonesia, Timor-Leste, New Guinea, Melanesia, and Australia (Fig. 1; Flannery 1994; 45 
Crosby 2002). With a total of 29 currently recognised species in six genera, the 46 
Phalangeridae is the most diverse of the extant possum families (Helgen and Jackson 47 
2015). In addition, they have the broadest longitudinal range of any marsupial group 48 
and the type species - Phalanger orientalis Pallas, 1766 - has the distinction of being 49 
the first Australidelphian marsupial encountered by Europeans (Calaby 1984; Helgen 50 
and Jackson 2015). The Phalangeridae is also one of very few marsupial families to owe 51 
part of its present distribution to purposeful translocation by humans during the late 52 
Holocene (Flannery and White 1991; Heinsohn 2010). Despite their early scientific 53 
identification, diversity, profusion, broad geographic distribution, and fascinating 54 
history of human interaction, the evolution and systematics of Phalangeridae have 55 
remained poorly understood, with a remarkably unstable taxonomy (Ruedas and 56 
Morales 2005; Crosby 2007; Helgen and Jackson 2015). 57 
While the family level classification of Phalangeridae is well established (e.g. Beck 58 
2008; Meredith et al. 2009; Mitchell et al. 2014), the decades-long debate over 59 
subfamily groupings has only recently been clarified by Helgen and Jackson (2015). 60 
They divided the Phalangeridae into three subfamilies: Trichosurinae (Wyulda and 61 
Trichosurus), Ailuropinae (Strigocuscus, and Ailurops), and Phalangerinae (Phalanger 62 
and Spilocuscus), with the Australasian cuscuses (Ailuropinae and Phalangerinae) 63 
recognised as a sister group to the Australian scaly- and brush-tailed possums 64 
(Trichosurinae; Table 1; Helgen and Jackson 2015). This classification was first 65 
suggested by Ruedas and Morales (2005), however, a lack of congruence between 66 
morphological and molecular phylogenies, in addition to limited taxonomic coverage in 67 
molecular studies (Flannery et al. 1987; George 1987; Hamilton and Springer 1999; 68 
Kirsch and Wolman 2001; Osborne and Christidis 2002; Crosby and Norris 2003; 69 
Ruedas and Morales 2005; Raterman et al. 2006; Crosby 2007; Meredith et al. 2009; 70 
Mitchell et al. 2014), resulted in a delay of formal recognition (Helgen and Jackson 71 
2015). Helgen and Jackson (2015) also resolved many of the uncertainties surrounding 72 
genus level classifications in the family but highlighted the significant lack of resolution 73 





Part of the underlying uncertainty of phalanger species stems from their scattered island 75 
distribution, with numerous populations and taxa isolated by ocean barriers. Species 76 
such as Phalanger pelengensis, P. ornatus, P. gymnotis, and P. mimicus have all had 77 
subspecies and even species classifications suggested for their various isolated 78 
populations. Some of these classifications were later ratified, while others still require 79 
further and more extensive taxonomic investigation (Helgen and Jackson 2015). For 80 
example, studies on the type species of Phalanger - P. orientalis - have noted 81 
significant morphological variation between populations (Flannery 1994). The 82 
widespread range of this species (the second-widest in the Phalangeridae), has 83 
encouraged further taxonomic revisions (Menzies and Pernetta 1986; Norris and Musser 84 
2001; Groves 2005; Leary et al. 2016a; Helgen and Jackson 2015). Moreover, the six 85 
subspecies of P. orientalis proposed by Menzies and Pernetta in 1986, based on metric 86 
and non-metric features of the skull and dentition, have received limited scientific 87 
attention. Of the three subspecies that have received further study, two (P. 88 
intercastellanus and P. mimicus) were raised to species level while the other (P. o. 89 
breviceps) is the only currently recognised subspecies distinct from P. o. orientalis 90 
(Flannery 1994, 1995; Helgen and Jackson 2015). There has been no further taxonomic 91 
research conducted on the Timor or Bougainville island populations (P. o. timorensis 92 
and P. o. kori). The sixth subspecies proposed by Menzies and Pernetta (1986; P. o. 93 
vulpecula) has been suggested to be part of P. intercastellanus (Colgan et al. 1993). 94 
There have however, been no molecular investigations into the ‘highland’ and ‘lowland’ 95 
populations of this possible subspecies divided by the 750 m contour line (Menzies and 96 
Pernetta 1986).  97 
Currently the only available molecular data for the various P. orientalis-group 98 
populations includes 5 nuclear gene sequences from a single P. orientalis sample 99 
(Amrine-Madsen et al. 2003) collected from an unknown location on New Guinea 100 
(Mark Springer pers. comm.), a 12S rRNA mitochondrial gene sequence from a single 101 
sample of P. mimicus (Springer et al. 1995), and a single ND2 MT-DNA sequence for 102 
P. o. breviceps (Osborne and Christidis 2002). Furthermore, the P. orientalis population 103 
from the type locality of Ambon island has yet to be sampled for any molecular 104 
analysis, limiting the phylogenetic validation of sequences currently identified as P. 105 
orientalis. A similar lack of data for different populations, subspecies, and possible 106 





In addition to intra-specific uncertainties, many previous phylogenetic studies of the 108 
Phalangeridae have limited their sampling to only a single species per genus, and in 109 
some cases omitted certain genera entirely (Hamilton and Springer 1999; Kirsch and 110 
Wolman 2001; Ruedas and Morales 2005). The most inclusive molecular study 111 
produced thus far considered only 12 of the 29 recognised phalangerid species (Osborne 112 
and Christidis 2002). Historic and current uncertainties surrounding species and genus 113 
level classifications within the Phalangeridae have also led to multiple re-identifications 114 
of various vouchered specimens. Not only does this have implications for previous 115 
studies using those specimens, but has also led to a lack of reliability of some publicly 116 
available molecular sequences, as the corresponding metadata is not always updated on 117 
the online database. For example, the ‘P. orientalis’ specimen (AMS M18526) from 118 
which Springer et al. (1995) sequenced the 12S rRNA gene was later reclassified as P. 119 
intercastellanus following revaluation of the P. orientalis species group by Norris and 120 
Musser (2001; see Ruedas and Morales 2005), yet GenBank still continues to list the 121 
species ID of the 12S rRNA sequence (U33496) as P. orientalis. This misattribution has 122 
resulted in studies such as that of Kavanagh et al. (2004), where U33496 was combined 123 
with another P. orientalis sequence in order to expand the intraspecific genetic 124 
coverage, creating a “chimeric” taxon. To further complicate matters, the specimen 125 
from which sequence U33496 was derived has since been revised to P. mimicus, 126 
according to the Online Zoological Collections of Australian Museums Database 127 
(OZCAM). 128 
Thus, while the family and subfamily classifications of the Phalangeridae may now be 129 
well established, there remains significant work to be carried out at the inter- and intra-130 
specific levels within the family, with particular respect to differences between island 131 
populations (Menzies and Pernetta 1986; Norris and Musser 2001; Groves 2005; Helgen 132 
and Jackson 2015; Leary et al. 2016a). To this end, here we present the most 133 
taxonomically comprehensive molecular phylogeny of the Phalangeridae, with a focus 134 
on the genus Phalanger. We rely on just a single gene (ND2) without combining any 135 
pre-existing data to remove the risk of multi-species combinations from mis-136 
identifications. We also include 36 novel ND2 sequences, including multiple samples 137 
and sample localities of the same species, in order to investigate the validity of current 138 
identifications, and to explore relationships between isolated populations and subspecies 139 





Materials and Methods 141 
Species analysed 142 
We included 53 samples from 21 species, of which 18 belong to the family 143 
Phalangeridae and three are outgroups (Table 2). Species and samples selected relied on 144 
specimens available in the Australian Biological Tissue Collection (ABTC), South 145 
Australian Museum (SAM) and previously published ND2 sequences on the online 146 
database GenBank. Selection of samples was conducted to maximizing numbers of 147 
species included, and also to include multiple samples per species (where possible) to 148 
validate specimen identification (see Table 2 and Fig. 1). For outgroup taxa, one species 149 
from each genus within the phalangerid sister family Burramyidae was selected, and 150 
one representative species from the Superfamily Petauroidea was selected to incorporate 151 
other phalangeriforms (Table 2). 152 
DNA extraction 153 
DNA was extracted from the tissue samples using a DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit 154 
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), following manufacturer’s instructions, but with the 155 
following modifications: the tissue digestion step (buffer ATL plus Proteinase K) was 156 
conducted overnight at 55 ˚C with the addition of dithiothreitol (DTT) (Supplementary 157 
Information S1.1). 158 
DNA sequencing 159 
Following extraction using a DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit (QIAGEN), DNA from the 160 
Timor P. orientalis DNA samples was sheared to an average 200 base pair (bp) sized 161 
fragment using a Covaris S220 machine (Woburn, MA). DNA polishing, 162 
phosphorylation, adapter ligation and polymerase ‘fill-in’ reactions were done 163 
sequentially to create fully double-stranded adaptor-tagged DNA libraries for each of 164 
the samples (Meyer and Kircher 2010). Custom adapters that featured internal barcode 165 
sequences were used to allow multiplexing of individuals and downstream de-166 
multiplexing (Supplementary Information S1.1). Capture-based enrichment was 167 
performed after the creation of the barcoded libraries via hybridization to biotinylated 168 
RNA baits synthesized by Arbor Biosciences (MI, USA). The RNA baits were designed 169 
using various marsupial mitochondrial sequences. One round of hybridization was 170 





modifications (S1.1). The quality of the hybridized-enriched libraries was checked 172 
using the Tapestation 2200 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA) and sequenced on 173 
an Illumina NextSeq at the Australian Genome Research Facility in Adelaide. 174 
Sequencing data were demultiplexed according to barcode sequences and filtered based 175 
on quality. We assembled a mitochondrial genome sequence using reads from the 176 
highest-quality sample (ABTC62229) and then used this assembly as the reference for 177 
mapping data from the other samples. Final 75% majority consensus sequences were 178 
then generated for each library.  179 
DNA from all other tissue samples in the present study was extracted using a Puregene 180 
DNA Isolation Kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) and subjected to 181 
PCR amplification of the mitochondrial ND2 gene followed by Sanger sequencing 182 
(Supplementary Information S1.2). See Supplementary Information (S1) for a detailed 183 
description of DNA sequencing and data processing methods. 184 
Alignment and partitions 185 
The ND2 sequences were aligned with MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) as implemented in 186 
Geneious v11, resulting in a master alignment of 999 bp for a total of 53 taxa. As ND2 187 
is a protein-coding gene, the sequences were aligned to account for codons and cross 188 
referenced in MEGA v.7.0.26 (Kumar et al. 2016) with the alignment algorithm 189 
MUSCLE for codons. Following alignment codon positions were designated so that an 190 
appropriate partitioning scheme and nucleotide substitution model for each partition 191 
could be identified with PartitionFinder v2.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2016). For the 192 
PartitionFinder analysis, we restricted comparisons to models implemented by 193 
MrBayes, with the assumption of linked branch lengths, the “all” search algorithm, and 194 
with the Bayesian Information Criterion used for model selection, as suggested by 195 
Lanfear et al. (2012). The best-fitting partitioning scheme and nucleotide substitution 196 
models identified by PartitionFinder were then implemented in the phylogenetic 197 
analysis (Supplementary Information S2.1). 198 
Undated phylogenetic analysis 199 
We performed an undated, model-based Bayesian phylogenetic analysis on our ND2 200 
dataset, implemented in Mr. Bayes v.3.2.6 (Ronquist et al. 2012) run on the CIPRES 201 
Science Gateway (Miller et al. 2010). The analysis comprised four runs of four chains 202 





million generations. The post-burn-in trees were summarized using 50% majority rule 204 
consensus, with mean Bayesian posterior probabilities (BPPs) as support values.  205 
Calibrated phylogenetic analysis 206 
To estimate divergence times within Phalangeridae, three node calibrations 207 
(Phalangeroidea, Burramyidae, and Phalangeridae) in addition to a root calibration, 208 
were incorporated into the Bayesian analysis in MrBayes (Supplementary Information 209 
S2.2). We used a single Independent Gamma Rates (IGR) clock model, implementing a 210 
fossilized birth-death tree branching prior that assumed “diversity” sampling (Zhang et 211 
al. 2016) and a sample probability of 0.6 for our modern taxa; this value is slightly less 212 
than the proportion of named phalangerid species in our matrices (0.64), but allows for 213 
the existence of a few additional undescribed species. As our molecular analysis 214 
includes only modern taxa, the fossilization prior was fixed as 0. Node calibrations were 215 
specified as uniform distributions with “hard” minimum and maximum bounds 216 
reflecting the uncertainty within the fossil record. The Bayesian analysis was then run 217 
as for the undated dataset. The resulting consensus tree was then analysed in FigTree 218 
v.1.4.3 (FigTree 2016) to extract divergence estimates. 219 
Results 220 
Undated phylogenetic analysis 221 
Our undated ND2 analysis of Phalangeridae produced a consensus tree with high 222 
support values (BPP > 0.95) for most clades (Fig. 2). The results of our undated analysis 223 
show strong support (BPP = 1) for monophyly of the family Phalangeridae and each of 224 
the three subfamilies (Table 1; Ailuropinae, Phalangerinae, Trichosurinae). In addition, 225 
our results strongly support the position of the subfamily Trichosurinae (Trichosurus 226 
and Wyulda) as the sister lineage to a clade comprising Ailuropinae and Phalangerinae. 227 
Within Phalangerinae, both Spilocuscus and Phalanger were recovered as monophyletic 228 
with strong support (BPP = 1).  229 
A basal Phalanger clade comprising P. gymnotis and P. matanim receives moderate 230 
support from our results (BPP = 0.86). Within the rest of Phalanger, our results strongly 231 
support a clade comprising the Woodlark Island cuscus (P. lullulae), P. mimicus, P. 232 
intercastellanus, and three P. orientalis samples as the outgroup to the remaining 233 





The silky cuscus (P. sericeus) was recovered as a monophyletic species with strong 235 
support (BPP = 1). In contrast, P. carmelitae appears to be polyphyletic: Osborne and 236 
Christidis’s (2002) sample is strongly supported as part of a clade including P. 237 
orientalis breviceps (BPP = 0.95). This P. o. breviceps clade also includes a single P. 238 
orientalis sample from New Britain with strong support (BPP = 1). 239 
The remaining Phalanger carmelitae samples and P. vestitus form a strongly supported 240 
clade (BPP = 0.99) in which the single P. vestitus sample from Chimbu Province forms 241 
a subclade with the two new P. carmelitae samples. This subclade is in turn sister to a 242 
subclade comprising the rest of the P. vestitus samples, both with strong support (BBP = 243 
1). The remaining P. orientalis sequences are recovered as a monophyletic species with 244 
strong support (BPP = 1). Almost all the P. orientalis samples from West Sepik 245 
Province form a strongly supported clade (BPP = 0.99), with the exception of a single 246 
West Sepik P. orientalis sample that is more closely related to the two P. orientalis 247 
samples from Madang (although with low support; BPP = 0.23). All the P. orientalis 248 
samples from Timor are recovered in a single strongly supported clade (BPP = 1) 249 
although relationships among the samples within the Timor clade, as well as between 250 
the Timor clade and its sister clade (Madang + one West Sepik sample), are poorly 251 
resolved. 252 
Calibrated phylogenetic analysis 253 
The calibrated phylogenetic analysis produced a tree with a topology matching that of 254 
the undated analysis (Fig. 3). Similarly, strong support (BPP = 1) was also recovered for 255 
the monophyly of all phalangerid subfamilies and genera represented in the analysis.  256 
By conducting a calibrated phylogenetic analysis on our ND2 dataset, we produced 257 
estimates of the divergence times for the different groups within Phalangeridae (Table 258 
3). Our median node age estimates fall within the range estimates for comparable clades 259 
from recent Phalanger-specific studies (Ruedas and Morales 2005; Raterman et al. 260 
2006), except for the dates recovered for crown Phalangerinae and Phalanger by 261 
Ruedas and Morales (2005). Apart from crown Phalangeroidea, all our median 262 
divergence estimates are older than the ranges recovered in the phylogeny of Meredith 263 
et al. (2009). The 95% Highest Posterior Densities (HPD) recovered by our study do, 264 
however, overlap with all the comparable estimates shown in Table 3 (including 265 





clades (i.e. Phalangeroidea and Phalangeridae) are also found to be congruent with those 267 
reported by other broader scale studies (i.e. Beck 2008). 268 
Discussion 269 
Classifications and divergence times within Phalangeridae 270 
We have presented the most comprehensively sampled molecular phylogeny of 271 
Phalangeridae to date. Overall the relationships among taxa are congruent with recent 272 
molecular phylogenetic studies, both mitochondrial (i.e. Ruedas and Morales, 2005) and 273 
nuclear (i.e. Raterman et al. 2006; Meredith et al. 2009). Accepted families, subfamilies 274 
and genera (as per Helgen and Jackson 2015) are all recovered as monophyletic and 275 
with strong support. 276 
We do not find any support for the inclusion of Strigocuscus within Trichosurinae as 277 
previously suggested by morphological studies (Flannery et al. 1987; Crosby 2002). 278 
Strigocuscus celebensis appears to be sister taxon to Ailurops ursinus within the 279 
subfamily Ailuropinae. However, the current lack of mitochondrial sequences for St. 280 
sangirensis (the only other species recognised in the genus; Helgen and Jackson 2015) 281 
and A. melanotis and A. furvus means the relationships of the other species within this 282 
subfamily remain uncertain. The lack of additional sequences for Ailuropinae also 283 
limits our interpretations of divergence times for this subfamily. 284 
Our time-calibrated phylogeny suggests that dispersal of the common ancestor of 285 
Ailuropinae and Phalangerinae (the cuscuses) out of Australia occurred during the late 286 
Oligocene to early Miocene, corresponding to the emergence of the New Guinea Bird’s 287 
Head, in turn resulting from the collision of the Australian and Pacific plates (Hall 288 
2009). The Early Miocene collision of the Sula Spur and the North Sulawesi volcanic 289 
arc, which resulted in mountainous regions over 1000 m on palaeo-Sulawesi for the first 290 
time (Nugraha and Hall 2018), also supports our estimate for an early Miocene dispersal 291 
of the ancestral Ailuropinae. The diversification events within the Phalangerinae, 292 
following its divergence from Ailuropinae, likely reflect the various sea level 293 
fluctuations and geological upheavals experienced by the New Guinea and east 294 







On classifications within Phalanger 298 
Our study focuses largely on relationships within the genus Phalanger, particularly the 299 
identifications of different ‘P. orientalis’ specimens. In agreement with current 300 
classifications, we recover P. gymnotis, P. matanim, and P. sericeus as monophyletic in 301 
our MT-ND2 phylogeny with good support. However, no other Phalanger species 302 
included in our study is recovered as monophyletic. P. orientalis in particular is 303 
recovered as extremely polyphyletic based on current identifications. Our phylogeny 304 
recovers three distinct ‘orientalis-morphotype’ clades where specimens identified as P. 305 
orientalis are recovered; the P. mimicus-P. intercastellanus clade, P. o. breviceps clade, 306 
and the West Sepik-Madang-Timor clade. We recover the Timor cuscus population as 307 
monophyletic, supporting all previous studies which suggest it constitutes a single 308 
species belonging to the P. orientalis species group (Menzies and Pernetta 1986; Helgen 309 
and Jackson 2015). For the purposes of clarification, we assume that the P. orientalis 310 
specimens from Timor are ‘true’ members of the P. orientalis species, and only the 311 
New Guinea P. orientalis samples which are recovered in monophyly with the Timor 312 
clade belong in P. orientalis. Confidence in this classification however, will require the 313 
future sequencing and comparison with cuscus samples taken from the P. orientalis type 314 
locality of Ambon island. All P. orientalis samples which are not recovered as 315 
monophyletic to the West Sepik-Madang-Timor clade are consequently considered here 316 
as misidentifications of different species. 317 
The New Britain ‘P. orientalis’ sample forms a clade with the P. o. breviceps samples, 318 
strongly suggesting that this is a misidentified P. o. breviceps sample (Fig. 1 and 2). The 319 
re-identification of the New Britain ‘P. orientalis’ sample as P. o. breviceps is 320 
supported by Thomas’ (1888, 1895) original classification of the New Britain 321 
populations with the Solomon Island populations, and more recently by Helgen and 322 
Jackson’s (2015) proposed species distributions. The location of the P. o. breviceps 323 
clade in our phylogeny, polyphyletic with respect to the ‘true’ P. orientalis clade, 324 
further supports this re-identification (Fig. 2). Furthermore, as the P. o. breviceps clade 325 
is not closely related to the P. orientalis clade, we suggest that this subspecies be raised 326 
to a full species: P. breviceps. This revision supports Thomas’s (1895) taxonomy, 327 
although it is contrary to Menzies and Pernetta (1986) and current accepted 328 





We recovered the pre-existing P. carmelitae sequence from the study by Osborne and 330 
Christidis (2002) as a basal member of the P. breviceps clade and polyphyletic with 331 
respect to our other P. carmelitae samples (Fig. 2). The provenance of the Osborne and 332 
Christidis (2002) sample, in the northeastern Oro Province (Fig. 1 and 2), suggests it 333 
likely represents a descendent of the ‘mainland’ (New Guinean) source for the island P. 334 
breviceps populations. The early divergence estimates of this Oro sample+P. breviceps 335 
clade further supports the elevation to species rank of P. breviceps (Fig. 3). Additional 336 
research into the various known and probable P. breviceps populations throughout the 337 
Bismarck Archipelago and the Solomon Islands will be required to further clarify the 338 
evolutionary history of this clade. In particular, the archaeological record of ‘P. 339 
orientalis’ in the region suggests human introductions of P. breviceps (or its ancestor) 340 
to New Ireland as early as ca. 22.5-23.6 ka ago (Leavesley et al. 2002; Leavesley and 341 
Chappell 2004; Summerhayes 2007) and Buka Island (Solomons) at ca. 8.5-9 ka 342 
(Wickler 2001; Helgen and Jackson 2015). Improved identifications of the 343 
archaeological material, possibly with the use of ancient DNA, along with direct dating 344 
of the specimens would also play an important role in improving our understanding of 345 
this species-group and its fascinating dispersal history. 346 
While samples such as the New Britain ‘P. orientalis’ sequence in this study can be 347 
confidently revised to P. breviceps, other specimens, such as those placed with the P. 348 
lullulae+P. mimicus+P. intercastellanus group, cannot be revised any further than ‘not-349 
P. orientalis’ due to the lack of monophyly of the species recovered within this clade. 350 
When Norris and Musser (2001) first identified P. mimicus as a species separate from P. 351 
orientalis and P. intercastellanus, they also identified distinct geographic ranges for 352 
each species. When these geographic ranges are compared with our sample locations 353 
(Fig. 1 and 2; Norris and Musser, 2001: Fig. 1) the ‘P. orientalis’ sequence from 354 
Morobe Province falls within the P. intercastellanus geographic range, while all the 355 
closely related Southern Highland Provence sequences (including the ‘P. 356 
intercastellanus’ sequence) are actually within the range of P. mimicus. Further analysis 357 
of the samples used in this study, in addition to those reviewed by Norris and Musser 358 
(2001) is required to resolve the relationships within this clade and identifications of 359 
these samples. 360 
Phalanger vestitus is currently known from four separate localities on New Guinea, and 361 




(Leary et al., 2016b). In this study however, we only included sequences from the 363 
central-east New Guinea population. These P. vestitus sequences are recovered in a 364 
clade with P. carmelitae (with the exception of the previously published sequence from 365 
Oro Province), a relationship supported by the electrophoretic study of Colgan et al. 366 
(1993). Our P. vestitus+P. carmelitae clade can be further split into two sister clades: a 367 
‘P. carmelitae’ clade and a P. vestitus clade (Fig. 2). A single ‘P. vestitus’ sample from 368 
Chimbu Province is recovered with the P. carmelitae sequences, and we tentatively 369 
suggest that this sample is a misidentified P. carmelitae based on the BPP support for 370 
its position in the phylogeny and the Pliocene divergence estimate (Fig. 3). However, 371 
thorough examination of the other three P. vestitus populations in addition to P. 372 
carmelitae samples from eastern Papua New Guinea will be required to further 373 
understand the relationships between, and classifications of these two species.  374 
The origin of Phalanger orientalis on Timor 375 
We recover the P. orientalis sequences from Timor as a single monophyletic group, 376 
supporting biological and archaeological conclusions that only a single species inhabits 377 
the island (Fig. 2; Glover 1986; Flannery 1994; Heinsohn 2001, 2005; O’Connor 2015). 378 
Our analysis also supports the hypothesis that this population shares a close relationship 379 
with the modern New Guinean P. orientalis. While our analysis suggests a close 380 
relationship to P. orientalis populations in western Papua New Guinea (central New 381 
Guinea island), it should be noted that populations from Indonesian Papua further to the 382 
west (and closer to Timor) were not available. Menzies and Pernetta (1986) proposed a 383 
separate subspecies for Timor; P. o. timorensis, which is somewhat supported by our 384 
phylogeny. Further genetic research, however, on both the Ambon type population and 385 
cuscus populations from Indonesian Papua, will be required to determine if the Timor 386 
clade merits recognition as a distinct subspecies. 387 
Our estimates for the timing of the divergence of the Timor P. orientalis from its sister 388 
clade range from approximately 820 to 570 thousand years ago (Table 4, Fig. 3). 389 
Whether or not this divergence happened on Timor is not revealed by our analyses. 390 
While divergence dates for other taxa recovered from our analysis agree with previous 391 
molecular dating studies (Table 4), a 0.82 Ma date for the establishment of a Timor 392 
cuscus population runs contrary to both the fossil and archaeological records, the latter 393 






Two scenarios could account for this disparity if our estimated divergence times are 396 
correct. Firstly, this could indicate natural dispersal into Timor and subsequent omission 397 
from all paleontological and archaeological sites until approximately 3,000 years ago. 398 
Such a scenario would be consistent with the fact that the earliest records for humans in 399 
the region are significantly younger than our divergence estimate (Summerhayes et al. 400 
2010; Clarkson et al. 2017; Hawkins et al. 2017) and may be accounted for 401 
archaeologically by a change of hunting technologies 3,000 years ago. However, we 402 
consider this scenario much less likely than the alternative, principally because the 403 
extensive archaeological records and the more moderate paleontological records have 404 
failed to recover a single phalangerid fossil despite thousands of similarly-sized, and 405 
likely ecologically convergent, giant rodent fossils (Aplin and Helgen 2010; Louys et 406 
al. 2017). The alternative scenario would require people to have translocated P. 407 
orientalis from an as yet unsampled source population whose inclusion in the 408 
phylogenetic analysis would push the divergence date of the Timor population closer to 409 
the present. As with the classification difficulties discussed above, further work to 410 
identify potential source populations and relationships to populations of P. orientalis on 411 
neighbouring islands (i.e. western New Guinea, Ambon, Seram, Babar, Wetar; 412 
assuming biological surveys for other Lesser Sunda and Moluccan island are accurate) 413 
will require additional geographical sampling. It should also be noted that we may have 414 
overestimated recent divergence times (e.g. the divergences among Timor P. orientalis 415 
individuals) due to the time-dependency of rates previously reported for mitochondrial 416 
data (see Ho et al. 2005), as our study was calibrated by constraining the age of nodes 417 
deep in the phylogenetic tree. Thus, while we can be confident in our species (and 418 
higher level) divergence estimates, there is the distinct possibility that our divergence 419 
estimates within the Timor P. orientalis clade are significantly older than the ‘true’ 420 
dates. Further research into the palaeontological and archaeological record of these 421 
species and the incorporation of this data into future phylogenetic analysis will improve 422 
our understanding of the evolution of these taxa. 423 
Conclusion 424 
Despite being amongst the first Australidelphian marsupials ever encountered by 425 
Europeans, the majority of known cuscus species in the Phalangeridae have received a 426 
surprising lack of attention in modern genetic research. The most comprehensive 427 





Phalangeridae species. Furthermore, despite being the type species for the genus, 429 
Phalanger orientalis has received minimal genetic attention and suffers from extensive 430 
classification and specimen identification problems. Here we presented a 431 
comprehensive ND2 gene sequence molecular phylogeny for the Phalangeridae, with a 432 
particular focus on identifications of P. orientalis samples and the inclusion (for the first 433 
time) of the P. orientalis populations on Timor. Our study indicates the necessity of 434 
future research to refine and clarify the identifications and classification of P. orientalis 435 
and emphasises the caution with which researchers should approach ‘P. orientalis’ 436 
specimens and sequences for inclusion in future studies of phalangerids. 437 
Our phylogenetic results for the Phalangeridae, and estimated divergence dates, are 438 
congruent with previous molecular analyses and palaeogeography. Phalanger 439 
orientalis, P. mimicus, P. intercastellanus, P. vestitus, and P. carmelitae are identified 440 
as species requiring further investigation, both for sampling populations in the field but 441 
also a greater investigation of specimens held in museum collections. P. orientalis in 442 
particular requires careful re-analysis of specimens before their inclusion in studies of 443 
the Phalangeridae. Our study revealed that the Solomon Island cuscus, previously 444 
considered a subspecies of P. orientalis, forms a polyphyletic clade with respect to other 445 
P. orientalis samples and should be considered a distinct species, P. breviceps, with an 446 
ancestral source population likely located in New Guinea’s Oro Province. Additionally, 447 
support is recovered for the Menzies and Pernetta (1986) classification of a distinct 448 
subspecies - P. orientalis timorensis - for the Timor cuscus, however further research is 449 
required to ratify this classification. Based on fossil and archaeological evidence we 450 
propose that introduction of P. orientalis to Timor, almost certainly by humans, 451 
occurred from an original source population of P. orientalis on the island of New 452 
Guinea. Future sampling of P. orientalis populations in Indonesian Papua (west New 453 
Guinea) and the Ambon type population will be required to clarify the immediate source 454 
population of the Timor population and its subspecies status. Our study highlights the 455 
need to thoroughly evaluate the Phalangeridae across its various geographic ranges on 456 
New Guinea and throughout the islands of Melanesia and Indonesia. This will have 457 
significant impacts not only for our understanding of cuscus evolution and 458 
biogeography but also for the conservation of these species, as further studies will likely 459 
reveal cryptic species/subspecies and reduced, or more isolated geographic ranges than 460 
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Table 1: Currently accepted classifications of the Phalangeridae as per Helgen and 642 
Jackson (2015). 643 
Order Diprotodontia Owen, 1866 
Family Phalangeridae Thomas, 1888 
Subfamily Trichosurinae Flynn, 1911 
               Trichosurus Lesson, 1828 
               Wyulda Alexander, 1918 
Subfamily Ailuropinae Flannery, Archer and Maynes, 
1987 
               Ailurops Wagler, 1830 
               Strigocuscus Gray, 1862 
Subfamily Phalangerinae Thomas, 1888 
               Phalanger Storr, 1780 
               Spilocuscus Gray, 1862 
 644 
  645 
Table 2: Taxa included in the study w
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Table 3: Divergence dates (in millions of years, to 2 d.p.) for select nodes from the 655 

















Burramyidae – Phalangeridae 




40.84 n/a n/a 49.4 – 
36.6 
Trichosurinae (Trichosurus + 
Wyulda) – 
Ailuropinae+Phalangerinae 










Ailuropinae (Ailurops + 
Strigocuscus) – Phalangerinae 










Crown Phalangerinae 24.42 
– 
11.93 














Phalanger orientalis 4.07 – 
1.13 
2.37 n/a n/a n/a 




0.82 n/a n/a n/a 
aCompared with most recent estimates from molecular phylogenies of Phalangeridae 657 
(Ruedas and Morales 2005; Raterman et al. 2006; Meredith et al. 2009). bHPD = 658 
Highest posterior density. *Raterman et al., (2006) date ranges are the compound 659 
ranges of both their Multidivtime and BEAST estimates. **Analysis included 660 
Strigocuscus pelengensis which is absent from our study. ***Following George’s 661 
(1987) classification of P. pelengensis in Phalanger, as supported by Meredith et al. 662 
(2009). 663 
  664 




Figure Captions 665 
Fig. 1: Map showing distribution of the Phalangeridae and sampling localities for the 666 
novel sequences in this study. A) Map of Australasia with distribution of Phalangeridae 667 
species shaded in grey. Insets B and C indicated. B) Island of Timor with collecting 668 
sites indicated by red triangles. C) Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands with the 669 
provinces and islands sampled highlighted and labelled (see Table 2 for label codes). 670 
Fig. 2: Undated ND2 phylogeny of the Phalangeridae. Nodes coloured according to 671 
mean Bayesian posterior probabilities (BPP), black = >0.91, orange = 0.80-0.91, red = 672 
<0.80. Scale bar represents 0.06 substitutions/site. Phalangerinae samples are 673 
highlighted according to sampling localities, with colours corresponding to Fig. 1C and 674 
key in top left. 675 
Fig. 3: Time-calibrated phylogeny of the Phalangeridae. Mean Bayesian posterior 676 
probabilities (BPP) are indicated by coloured nodes, as per Fig. 2. Branch lengths are 677 
proportional to time and correspond to the scale at the base, in millions of years before 678 
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The application of phylogeography to investigate possible anthropogenic translocations: A 
preliminary analysis of the cuscus (Phalangeridae). 
Shimona Kealy, Michael Herrera, Ken Aplin, Kieren J Mitchell, Steve C Donnellan, Julien Louys, 
Sue O’Connor 
ABSTRACT 
The Phalangeridae are a family of arboreal marsupials found throughout Australia, New 
Guinea, Indonesia and Melanesia. Commonly referred to as cuscuses, the Asia-Pacific 
phalangerid species have had a number of their island distributions attributed to prehistoric 
anthropogenic translocations. While some of these possible translocations are supported by 
archaeological evidence, most are lacking such data and questions regarding the timing and 
directionality of all these translocations remain. Here were propose a novel method to 
investigate the likelihood and directionality of these possible cuscus translocations based on 
phylogeography. We constructed the first dated, total evidence (molecular and morphological) 
phylogeny of the Phalangeridae incorporating modern, archaeological, and fossil taxa. This 
phylogeny was then run through the R package BioGeoBEARS to produce a model of the 
family’s biogeographic history. This biogeographic model, in addition to the divergence 
estimates obtained from the phylogenetic analysis, were then compared with the 
archaeological records and palaeogeographical reconstructions to determine the likelihood of 
anthropogenic translocations vs. natural dispersals. We recovered good support for 
anthropogenic translocations of Phalanger breviceps and P. orientalis to New Ireland and 
Timor, respectively. We also found strong evidence to suggest that all other island populations 
of P. breviceps originated from the New Ireland population, not from additional translocations 
out of New Guinea. We find good support for a natural dispersal of P. ornatus to the 
Halmahera island group, rather than anthropogenic translocation. This study demonstrates the 
potential of this method for future investigation of prehistoric translocations on islands. A 
number of gaps in the available cuscus data were identified as key areas for future research. 
 






Cuscus is the common name given to the arboreal marsupials grouped within two subfamilies 
(Phalangerinae and Ailuropinae) of the possum family Phalangeridae (Kealy et al., in review). 
The geographic range of the cuscuses spans northern Australia to New Guinea, and west from 
the Solomon Islands to Sulawesi and the Talaud Archipelago. The Phalangeridae consists of 30 
currently recognised species, 23 of which are found outside of Australia. It is the most 
geographically widespread of the Australasian marsupial families and the most species-rich of 
the possums (Figure 1; Helgen and Jackson, 2015).  
The cuscuses are also significant in being one of only a few groups of marsupials (along with 
members of the Macropodidae, Petauridae and Peramelidae) whose present distribution may 
partially be the result of prehistoric human-assisted translocations (Spriggs, 1997; Heinsohn, 
2001, 2010). Some of these possible cuscus translocations, if correct, would represent the 
oldest evidence for intentional human translocation of animals anywhere in the world 
(Flannery and White, 1991, Spriggs, 1997, Summerhayes, 2007). The evidence for these 
translocations is limited. With the exception of some New Ireland and New Britain populations 
that have a historical record for their translocation (Flannery and White, 1991; Heinsohn, 1998, 
2004, 2010), other island populations translocations have variable support ranging from 
archaeological records (e.g. O’Connor, 2015) to simply the assumption that marsupials are 
poor swimmers and thus must require human assistance to reach their island localities (e.g. 
Flannery, 1995). 
Within Phalangeridae and on the various islands of Salebabu, Timor, Leti, Wetar, Sanana, 
Selayar, Buru, Ambon, Seram, Banda, Kai, Gebe, Morotai, Mussau Islands, Bismarck 
Archipelago, Solomon Islands, Alcester, Long, Manus, Unea (Bali), and Witu (Heinsohn, 2010), 
Ailurops melanotis (Flannery, 1994; 1995), Strigocuscus celebensis (Groves, 1976), Spilocuscus 
maculatus (Groves, 1976; Whitten et al., 1987; Kirch, 1988), Sp. kraemari (Flannery, 1995; 
Heinsohn, 1997; Spriggs, 1997), Phalanger orientalis (Glover, 1986; Spriggs, 1997; O’Connor 
2006; 2015), P. ornatus (Bellwood et al., 1998), and P. lullulae (Flannery, 1994, 1995) have all 
had some portion of their geographical distribution attributed to early human activities. Much 
of this has been speculative, and stems largely from a perceived ‘aqua-phobic’ nature of 
marsupials (Calaby, 1984; Heinsohn, 2010). Historic observances of human transportation have 
been noted (Groves, 1976), though only a few studies provide any archaeological evidence 
(Table 1). 
Notable exceptions include the work in Melanesia by Spriggs (1997), Heinsohn (1997), and 
Leavesley (2005); and in Timor by Glover (1986) and O’Connor (2015). Cuscus remains have 
been recovered from archaeological deposits on New Ireland dating back 23.6-22.5 ka 
(Flannery and White, 1991, Spriggs, 1997, Summerhayes, 2007), Timor (3.4-3.2 ka; O’Connor, 
2015), north Solomons (9-8.5 ka, Wickler, 2001; Summerhayes, 2007), Mussau (3.7-3.2 ka; 
Kirch, 1988; Kirch et al., 1991), Manus (14.5013 ka; Spriggs, 1997, Summerhayes, 2007), 
Halmahera (5.6 – 5 ka, Bellwood et al., 1998), Gebe (13-12.6 ka, Bellwood et al., 1998), and 
Morotai (16-15.1 ka; Bellwood et al., 1998) (Table 1). Additionally, Long Island has an oral 
history record of cuscus translocation in the 19th century (Mayr and Diamond, 2001). The 
evidence for translocations is still circumstantial, however, and there is increasingly tentative 
evidence to support the possibility of cuscus translocations prior to the Holocene (Heinsohn, 
2001, 2010; O’Connor, 2015). Studies such as Bellwood et al. (1998) suggest possible human 
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introductions based on the first appearance of cuscus remains alongside with cultural material 
in archaeological assemblages. A closer look at this record however, shows that layers below 
the first appearance of cuscus are completely free of any bone whatsoever (Bellwood et al., 
1998; Pasveer and Bellwood, 2004), suggesting the correlation may be an artefact of 
preservation.  
Table 1: Archaeological records for cuscus in comparison with initial human occupation on the 
island. Material dated is indicated in brackets, ‘shell’ refers to marine shell unless otherwise 
stated. Radiocarbon dates were calibrated using IntCal13 (for charcoal) and Marine13 (for 
marine shell) calibration curves (Riemer et al., 2013) using OxCal v.4.3 Online (Ramsey, 2009). 
Island (Is. 
Group) 
Initial Human Occupation Earliest Record for Cuscus Refs. 
Radiocarbon 
Date (ka) 
95.4% cal BP age Radiocarbon 
Date (ka) 




28.34 ± 0.28 
(shell) 
32,624 - 31,214 7.93 ± 0.11 – 
9.46 ± 0.15 
(charcoal) 
9,079 - 8,477 1 
Eloaua (St 
Matthias Is.) 
3.26 ± 0.09 
(charcoal) 
3,702 - 3,252 3.26 ± 0.09 
(charcoal) 




12.4 ± 0.08 
(charcoal) 
14,938 - 14,128 11.73 ± 0.28 
(charcoal) 
14,450 - 13,011 4; 5 
New Ireland 39.09 ± 0.55; 
38.76 ± 0.1; 
40.09 ± 0.57 
(shell) 
42,782 - 42,341 
(combined 
calibration) 
19.54 ± 0.25 
(shell) 




5.12 ± 0.1 
(estuarine 
shell) 
5,581 - 4,979 
(100-50% marine 
curve) 
5.12 ± 0.1 
(estuarine 
shell) 











15,970 - 15,145 13.39 ±0.14 
(shell) 






32.221 ± 0.32  
(shell) 
36,360 - 35,010 11.31 ± 0.08 
(shell) 
12,962-12,626 8; 9 
Timor-Leste 
(Timor) 
41,572 ± 939 
(shell) 
46,529 – 43,085 3.111 ± 0.029 
(Cuscus bone) 
5.52 ± 0.06 
(charcoal) 
3,386 - 3,240 
(direct date) 
 
6,435 - 6,207 
10; 
11; 12 
References: 1 Wickler, 2001; 2 Kirch, 1988; 3 Kirch et al., 1991; 4 Fredericksen et al., 1993; 5 
Williams, 1999; 6 Leavesley and Chappell, 2004; 7 Leavesley et al., 2002; 8 Bellwood et al., 
1998; 9 Irwin et al., 1999; 10 Shipton et al., in review; 11 O’Connor, 2015; 12 Glover, 1969 
Only on Timor, which is the sole island with direct dates on cuscus remains and an extensive 
archaeological (and zooarchaeological) record which pre-dates the first records of cuscus 
alongside other cultural material, is the evidence for cuscus translocations reliable (Table 1; 
O’Connor 2015). Islands with cuscus records that correspond with initial human arrival (e.g. St 
Matthias Islands; Kirch, 1988) do not disprove translocation hypotheses (as cuscus may have 
been introduced simultaneously with human colonisation), however the lack of earlier faunal 
records means these records are unable to act as support for translocation. Similarly, while 
associated dates for cuscus remains which post-date human arrival provide stronger support 
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for translocation, associated dates can be substantially different to the ‘true’ (direct) date of 
the remains (see O’Connor, 2015), making their interpretation as translocation less reliable. 
Despite multiple sites on Timor with faunal records extending into the Pleistocene that support 
pre-Holocene absence of cuscus (e.g. O’Connor et al., 2002, 2014; O’Connor, 2007; O’Connor 
and Aplin, 2007; Hawkins et al., 2017; Louys et al. 2017; Meijer et al., 2019), these data are, 
however, currently unable to provide any insights into the original source populations for the 
Timor cuscus. 
The family and subfamily level groupings of the phalangerids is well established (Meredith et 
al., 2009; Helgen and Jackson, 2015), although classifications at other taxonomic levels within 
Phalangeridae still suffer differing degrees of uncertainty (Helgen and Jackson, 2015; Kealy et 
al., in review). This uncertainty has been amplified by significant disparities between the 
morphological and molecular phylogenies, numerous taxonomic changes, and inconsistencies 
in both museum specimen and GenBank sequence identifications (Kealy et al., in review). The 
recent taxonomically comprehensive phylogeny of the Phalangeridae produced by Kealy et al. 
(in review) using the ND2 mitochondrial gene found strong support for the ‘molecular’ 
subfamily classification (as suggested by Ruedas and Morales, 2005 and ratified by Helgen and 
Jackson, 2015). This classification places the Australian Trichosurus and Wyulda in a separate, 
basal clade of the phalangerids (subfamily Trichosurinae), with the cuscuses divided into two 
additional subfamilies: Ailuropinae (Ailurops and Strigocuscus) and Phalangerinae (Phalanger 
and Spilocuscus) (Table 1; Kealy et al., in review). These results conflict with the morphology-
based classifications but are supported by multiple molecular studies and a seemingly more 
parsimonious biogeographic distribution (Flannery et al., 1987; Norris, 1994; Hamilton and 
Springer, 1999; Kirsch and Wolman 2001; Osborne and Christidis, 2002; Crosby and Norris, 
2003; Crosby et al., 2004; Ruedas and Morales, 2005; Raterman et al., 2006; Crosby, 2007; 
Meredith et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2014; Kealy et al., in review). 
The ND2 study by Kealy et al. (in review) also recovered substantial evidence for specimen 
identification problems and taxonomic issues, in particular regarding cuscuses currently listed 
as Phalanger orientalis. P. orientalis, as it is currently classified, covers the broadest 
longitudinal range of the cuscuses and is the species most commonly mentioned as undergoing 
human translocation (Glover, 1986; Spriggs, 1997; Wickler, 2001; Leavesley et al., 2002; 
Leavesley and Chappell, 2004; O’Connor, 2006, 2015; Summerhayes, 2007; Helgen and 
Jackson, 2015). However, further examinations of this taxon has often resulted in splitting the 
P. orientalis hypodigm into several species (Colgan et al., 1993; Norris and Musser, 2001; Kealy 
et al., in review). For example, Kealy et al. (in review) clearly demonstrate that the islands to 
the east of New Guinea are populated by a distinct Phalanger species. This has significant 
implications for our interpretations of the archaeological record and efforts for unravelling the 
evolutionary, dispersal, and possible translocation history of this taxon. 
For example, when the Bismarck and Solomon cuscus was considered a subspecies of P. 
orientalis, its origin was considered the result of translocations of P. orientalis from New 
Guinea, with subspecies differentiation following their island isolation (Summerhayes, 2007; 
Helgen and Jackson, 2015). However, the reclassification of the Bismarck and Solomon cuscus 
as a unique species, and the identification of a possible source population in the province of 
Oro, northeastern Papua New Guinea (Kealy et al., in review), has implications for 
directionality of the possible translocation. It significantly reduces the likelihood of multiple 
translocations or dispersals east from New Guinea, suggesting movement between the islands 
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of the Bismark and Solomons in relative isolation. Further investigations into the archaeology 
and records of cuscus arrival on these islands, and throughout the Asia-Pacific more generally, 
is required before a reliable dispersal hypothesis can be developed. 
Given the scarce archaeological evidence, we propose an alternative method to investigate the 
biogeography of the Phalangeridae family, and test some of the translocation hypotheses for 
the group. Here, we report the results of this method with a particular focus on the origin of P. 
orientalis on Timor, and P. ornatus in the Halmahera island group. By conducting the first total 
evidence (morphological and molecular) phylogenetic study of the phalangerids, calibrated 
with fossil and archaeological dates, and the first available cuscus ancient DNA (aDNA) 
sequence, we aim to improve our understanding of the evolutionary relationships of this group 
and investigate their biogeographic history. The statistical program BioGeoBEARS was 
employed to model biogeographic history and interpret the most likely pattern of dispersal for 
Phalangeridae into six key geographic zones (Australia, New Guinea, Moluccas, Sulawesi, Timor 
and Melanesia). 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Species Analysed 
We included 26 taxa representing 20 species in our final total evidence and biogeographic 
study (Table 2). Of these 20 species, 17 belong to the family Phalangeridae and three were 
outgroup species. Seven different samples of Phalanger orientalis from Timor were obtained 
from the South Australian Museum (SAM) and their complete mitochondrial genome 
sequenced. Five surface or sub-surface cuscus specimens collected from Timor-Leste and one 
archaeological specimen from North Maluku were also successfully sequenced for 
mitochondrial aDNA (see Supplementary Information Table S1) 
Additional species and specimens incorporated into the total evidence analysis were selected 
based on the results of three separate phylogenies: the Kealy et al. (in review) ND2 tree, a 
novel molecular dataset which combined some of the species from Kealy et al. (in review) with 
additional mitochondrial and nuclear sequences (see 2.3, 2.5.1), and a revised morphological 
dataset based on the Crosby (2002) study (see 2.4, 2.5.2). Species were selected with the aim 
of maximising diversity but minimising taxonomic and identification inconsistencies, with a 
focus on the Phalangerinae.  
Based on the results of the Kealy et al. (in review) phylogeny, only species or populations 
which were recovered as monophyletic were used in the combined molecular analysis. 
Additionally, only sequences from samples in the same geographic range as the Kealy et al. (in 
review) samples were combined in the dataset. Thus, species such as Phalanger carmelitae 
were excluded from this study while species such as P. sericeus were not combined with any of 
the additional GenBank sequences. Based on the results of the combined molecular phylogeny 
developed here (see Supplementary Information S1-3, Figure S4), for the total evidence 
analysis, representation of New Guinea P. orientalis specimens was reduced to a single taxon, 
modern representatives of Timor P. orientalis were reduced to three taxa (reflecting the 
slightly separate geographic populations), and sub-recent P. orientalis specimens from Timor 
were reduced to three taxa (based on both phylogenetic results and maximum data coverage). 
As the morphological phylogeny failed to provide any further resolution to the classifications 
of conflicted species (see Supplementary Information S5-7, Figure S8), only species also 
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represented in the combined molecular analysis were selected for incorporation of their 
morphological data into the total evidence analysis. The two exceptions to this were the fossil 
species Trichosurus dicksoni and Onirocuscus reidi, which were included for clock calibration 
purposes. 
Table 2: Current classifications of species considered in this study following Groves (2005) for 
pseudocherid and burramys classifications, and Helgen and Jackson (2015) and Kealy et al. (in 
review) for classifications within Phalangeridae. The two fossil species are indicated with a “†” 
with classifications based on Crosby (2007), other extinct species assigned to Phalangeridae 
are not listed here. Species incorporated into the phylogenetic analysis are indicated in bold. 
Classification Species 
Family Pseudocheridae  Winge, 1893 
Genus Pseudocheirus 
Ogilby, 1837 
Pseudocheirus peregrinus Boddaert, 1785 
Family Burramyidae  Broom, 1898 
Genus Cercartetus 
Gloger, 1841 
Cercartetus nanus Desmarest, 1818; C. concinnus Gould, 1845; C. 
caudatus Milne-Edwards, 1877; C. lepidus Thomas, 1888 
Genus Burramys 
Broom, 1896 
Burramys parvus Broom, 1896 
Family Phalangeridae  Thomas, 1888 
Subfamily Trichosurinae Flynn, 1911 - ‘Brushtail and Scaly-tailed Possums’ 
Genus †Onirocuscus 
Crosby, 2007 
†Onirocuscus reidi Flannery and Archer, 1987  
Genus Trichosurus 
Lesson, 1828 
Trichosurus vulpecula Kerr, 1792; T. caninus Ogilby, 1836; T. 
johnstonii Ramsay, 1888; †Trichosurus dicksoni Flannery and 




Wyulda squamicaudata Alexander, 1918 
Subfamily Ailuropinae Flannery, Archer and Maynes, 1987 - ‘Cuscuses’ 
Genus Ailurops 
Wagler, 1830 
Ailurops ursinus Temminck, 1824; A. melanotis Thomas, 1898; A. 
furvus Miller and Hollister, 1922 
Genus Strigocuscus 
Gray, 1862 
Strigocuscus celebensis Gray, 1858; St. sangirensis Meyer, 1896 
Subfamily Phalangerinae Thomas, 1888 - ‘Cuscuses’ 
Genus Spilocuscus 
Gray, 1862 
Spilocuscus maculatus E. Geoffroy, 1803; Sp. papuensis 
Desmarest, 1822; Sp. nudicaudatus Gould, 1850; Sp. kraemeri 




Phalanger orientalis Pallas, 1766; P. ornatus Gray, 1860; P. 
gymnotis Peters and Doria, 1875; P. vestitus Milne-Edwards, 1877; 
P. intercastellanus Thomas, 1895; P. lullulae Thomas, 1896; P. 
rothschildi Thomas, 1898; P. carmelitae Thomas, 1898; P. sericeus 
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Thomas, 1907; P. mimicus Thomas, 1922; P. pelegensis Tate, 1945; 
P. matanim Flannery, 1987; P. alexandrae Flannery and Boeadi, 
1995; P. breviceps Thomas, 1888 
 
2.2 DNA Extraction and Sequencing 
A total of 20 surface/sub-surface cuscus samples collected from various localities in Timor-
Leste, and 15 archaeological samples recovered from sites in North Maluku were processed for 
aDNA (see Supplementary Information Table SX). DNA extraction and sequencing techniques 
followed those used by Kealy et al. (in review) for their Timor samples, with sequences 
mapped to the complete mitochondrial genome (MITObim consensus 75pc 3r truncated) for 
the Timor Phalanger orientalis Australian Biological Tissue Collection sample number 
ABTC62229 (GenBank accession no: forthcoming) (see Supplementary Information S2 for the 
detailed methodology). Unfortunately, due to the tropical origin of these samples, DNA 
recovery was limited (Hofreiter et al., 2015). Following sorting and quality filtering 
(Supplementary Information S2), only five of the Timor samples and one North Maluku sample 
retained sufficient (>100 reads) DNA for analysis purposes.  
All other molecular sequence data used in this study was obtained from the previous study by 
Kealy et al. (in review) and the online database GenBank. All available, appropriate, 
mitochondrial sequences were combined with sequences for the following 5 nuclear genes: 
Apolipoprotein B (ApoB), breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein (BRCA1), Retinol-binding 
protein 3, interstitial (RBP3), Recombination activating gene 1 (RAG1), and von Willebrand 
Factor (vWF). See Supplementary Information S1 for the list of genes and corresponding 
accession numbers for individual species. 
2.3 DNA Alignment and Partitioning 
The complete and partial mitochondrial genome sequences as well as the singular gene 
sequences were aligned manually using BioEdit v.7.2.6.1 (Hall, 1999), resulting in a master 
alignment of 22027 bp for a total of 31 taxa, with genes and secondary structures annotated. 
For mitochondrial ribosomal genes (rRNA) the secondary structure (i.e. stems and loops) were 
identified based on published structure models (Springer and Douzery, 1996; Burk et al., 2002; 
Kealy and Beck, 2017), while secondary structures for the mitochondrial transfer RNA genes 
(tRNA) were identified based on the online tRNA database Mamit-tRNA (Pütz et al. 2007; 
http://mamit-tRNA.u-strasbg.fr). Mitochondrial protein-coding genes and the five nuclear 
genes were all aligned to account for codons in MEGA v.7.0.26 (Kumar et al., 2016) with the 
alignment algorithm MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) for codons.  
Following alignment, genes, secondary structures for rRNA and tRNA sequences, and codon 
positions for mt protein-coding and nuclear genes were designated so that an appropriate 
partitioning scheme and nucleotide substitution models for each partition could be identified 
with PartitionFinder v2.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2016). For the PartitionFinder analysis, we restricted 
comparisons to models implemented by MrBayes, with the assumption of linked branch 
lengths, the “greedy” search algorithm, and with the Bayesian Information Criterion used for 
model selection, as suggested by Lanfear et al. (2012). The best-fitting partitioning scheme and 
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nucleotide substitution models identified by PartitionFinder were then implemented in the 
phylogenetic analysis (see Supplementary Information S3, Table S3). 
2.4 Morphological data collection 
Our morphological characters were modified from the craniodental phylogenetic matrix of 
Crosby (2002) with additions and modifications based on Menzies and Pernetta (1986), 
Flannery et al. (1987), George (1987), Horovitz and Sánchez-Villagra (2003), Crosby and Norris 
(2003), Crosby (2007), and Archer et al. (2016). We reviewed all 74 original characters defined 
by Crosby (2002) and excluded those that were not relevant to our study focus (i.e. appeared 
ambiguous or that we could not score consistently). Additional characters and modifications to 
the remaining characters and character states were added based on previously published 
morphological studies of phalangerids and marsupials more generally (Menzies and Pernetta, 
1986; Flannery et al., 1987; George, 1987; Horovitz and Sánchez-Villagra, 2003; Crosby and 
Norris, 2003; Crosby, 2007; Archer et al., 2016), and our observations during analysis of 
specimens. This resulted in a final set of 58 craniodental characters. We ordered 10 multistate 
characters which we identified as representing apparent morphoclines. We then scored these 
characters for the additional terminals not present in the Flannery et al. (1987), George (1987), 
Crosby (2002), Horovitz and Sánchez-Villagra (2003), Crosby and Norris (2003), and Crosby 
(2007) matrices. We also reassessed the original scorings of the other terminals and revised 
some character scores as a result.  
Where possible, multiple specimens for each species was examined, but with close attention 
paid to the collection localities of specimens identified as the same species in an effort to avoid 
miss-identification issues. In cases of intraspecific polymorphism without any clear geographic 
differentiation, the modal condition was scored if one character state clearly predominated, 
following Voss and Jansa (2003, 2009). If the different character states were approximately 
equally common, the character was scored as polymorphic. If a geographic differentiation was 
identified the locality closest to that of the corresponding molecular samples was selected and 
the other region excluded from the analysis, again with the goal of minimising miss-
identification problems. A list of our revised morphological characters and specimens 
examined is given in Supplementary Information S5 & S6. The final morphological matrix (in 
Nexus format) is provided in Supplementary Information S7. 
2.5 Phylogenetic Analysis 
Four phylogenetic analyses were performed for this study.  
2.5.1 Molecular Phylogeny 
We conducted an undated, model-based Bayesian phylogenetic analysis on our combined 
molecular (mitochondrial+nuclear gene) dataset, implemented in MrBayes v.3.2.6 (Ronquist et 
al., 2012) and run on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 2010). The analysis comprised 
four runs of four chains (one cold, three heated) each, sampling trees every 5000 generations, 
and run for 10 million generations. The post-burn-in trees were summarized using 50% 
majority rule consensus, with mean percentage Bayesian posterior probabilities (BPPs) as 




2.5.2 Morphological Phylogeny 
We also carried out a similar undated, model-based Bayesian analysis using MrBayes v.3.2.6 
(Ronquist et al., 2012) on our morphological matrix using a single Mk model applied to the 
morphological characters (Lewis, 2001; Ronquist et al., 2011), with the default assumption that 
only variable characters were scored, and with a gamma distribution to model rate 
heterogeneity across characters (i.e. the Mkv + G model), see Supplementary Information 
Figure S8 for the morphological-only phylogenetic tree. 
2.5.3 Total Evidence Phylogeny 
We then carried out an undated, model-based Bayesian phylogenetic analysis on our total 
evidence (molecular+morphology) dataset, implemented in MrBayes v.3.2.6 (Ronquist et al., 
2012) and run on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 2010). As with the molecular 
analysis, this analysis comprised four runs of four chains (one cold, three heated) each, 
sampling trees every 5000 generations, and run for 10 million generations. The post-burn-in 
trees were summarised using 50% majority rule consensus, with Bayesian posterior 
probabilities (BPP) as support values (Supplementary Information S9). 
We then performed a dated analysis using node and tip dating as suggested by O'Reilly and 
Donoghue (2016) and supported by Kealy and Beck (2017), to find the most accurate estimates 
for divergence times within Phalangeridae. Also executed in MrBayes v.3.2.6 (Ronquist et al., 
2012) and run on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 2010), using the same run settings 
as for the undated analysis. We used a single Independent Gamma Rates (IGR) clock model, 
implementing a fossilised birth-death tree branching prior that assumed “diversity” sampling 
(Zhang et al., 2016) and a sample probability of 0.45 for our non-fossil taxa. This sample value 
is slightly less than the proportion of known phalangerid species in our matrices (0.5), but 
allows for the likely existence of additional undescribed species. We used the MrBayes default 
values for the fossilisation, extinction and speciation priors (Ronquist et al., 2012).  
Modern terminals were all assigned an age of 0 ka, whereas the two fossil, one archaeological, 
and three sub-recent taxa were assigned age ranges, specified as uniform distributions. For the 
sub-recent samples, a range from 0 to 0.5 ka was implemented to allow for slight temporal 
differences in the DNA sequences in relation to modern samples. The archaeological Phalanger 
ornatus sample from the site of Siti Nafisah, Halmahera was assigned the range 5.6 – 4.9 ka 
(calibrated date from ANU 7788: 4890 ± 70; Bellwood et al., 1998). This is not a direct date 
from the bone but an associated date from an estuarine shell recovered from the same spit. 
While work by O’Connor (2015) has demonstrated that there can be significant differences 
between a direct date and associated dates, in the case of Siti Nafisah, recent efforts in direct 
dating on Dorcopsis samples recovered from the same excavation have been largely congruent 
with the pre-existing dates from associated spits (Philip Piper pers. comm.). We therefore 
consider the spit date best associated with our sample to represent a suitable age estimate for 
our analysis. As the radiocarbon date was obtained from estuarine shell (Bellwood et al., 
1998), we calibrated it twice against the marine curve, firstly assuming a 100 % marine 
environment and then only 50% marine. The results of these two alternative calibrations were 
combined to produce the broadened date range used here, to account for the unknown 
variability of the estuarine shell habitat. 
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The two fossil taxa incorporated in our analysis, Trichosurus dicksoni and Onirocuscus reidi, are 
recognised as members of the Riversleigh Faunal Zone C (FZC) which is estimated to be middle 
Miocene in age (Flannery and Archer, 1987; Arena et al., 2016). Here, we used the entire date 
range, as indicated by Cohen et al. (2013; updated), adjusted to post-date the node calibration 
for Phalangeridae. This resulted in an age range of 15.97 – 11.6299 Ma for the two fossil taxa. 
We employed three node calibrations (Phalangeroidea, Burramyidae, and Phalangeridae) in 
addition to a root calibration as defined and implemented by Kealy et al. (in review), with node 
contents defined by the results of the molecular and morphological phylogenies produced in 
this study (see Supplementary Information Figures S4 and S8). The total evidence tip and node 
dated analyses was run for 50 million generations, with MrBayes settings otherwise the same 
as for the undated analysis (above). 
2.6 Biogeographic Analysis 
The two Timor Phalanger orientalis clades (sub-recent and modern, respectively) in the dated 
total evidence phylogeny were collapsed to a single representative tip each for the 
biogeographic analysis. Six geographic regions (Australia, New Guinea, Melanesia, Moluccas, 
Sulawesi, and Nusa Tenggara Timur) were recognised in our analysis (Figure 1) and taxa 
distributions assigned based on Helgen and Jackson (2015). In assigning geographic 
distributions, we allowed for taxa to be present in multiple regions (see Supplementary 
Information Table S1). The simplified phylogeny; converted to newick format, and the 
geographic distribution data were implemented in the R package BioGeoBEARS (Matzke, 2013) 
to infer the biogeographic history of the Phalangeridae.  
BioGeoBEARS allows for the implementation (within a likelihood framework) and statistical 
comparison between the three most widely used models for investigating historical 
biogeography: Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis (DEC) (Ree and Smith, 2008), Dispersal- 
Vicariance Analysis (DIVA) (Ronquist, 1997) and Bayesian Analysis of Biogeography (BayArea) 
(Landis et al., 2013). The BioGeoBEARS program also allows the inclusion of an additional 
parameter to incorporate founder-event speciation (+J) into the model. 
As a result, we ran our dataset through BioGeoBEARS under six different models; DEC, DEC+J, 
DIVALIKE, DIVALIKE+J, BAYAREALIKE, and BAYAREALIKE+J (where ‘LIKE’ indicates likelihood 
implementations of the models with regards to cladogenesis assumptions; Matzke, 2013). The 
results were then compared statistically based on Log Likelihood (LnL) and Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC) to assess the data-to-model fit. P-values were also calculated to assess whether 
the null models; without founder-event speciation (+J), could be rejected. These statistical 
analyses were used to select the model which best fitted our data. The final biogeographic 
model was then compared with the archaeological record and palaeogeography to infer the 
possibility of human translocations in addition to natural dispersal events. 
3 RESULTS 
3.1 Phylogenetic Analysis 
As this study is focused on divergence times and dispersal patterns of the Phalangeridae we 
focus here on the results of our dated total evidence analysis. The results of the molecular-
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only, morphology-only, and undated total evidence phylogenetic analyses are included in 
Supplementary Information S4, S8, and S9, respectively.  
Our dated, total evidence phylogenetic analysis produced a consensus tree with high support 
values (BPP > 0.91) for the majority of clades (Figure 2). Phalangeridae and its three modern 
subfamilies, Trichosurinae, Ailuropinae, and Phalangerinae, were all recovered as 
monophyletic with strong support (BPP > 0.91). The fossil trichosurid Trichosurus dicksoni is 
recovered as a basal member of the Trichosurinae clade, with low support (BPP < 0.80) and in 
paraphyly with the modern Trichosurus genus. With this exception, all genera represented by 
more than one species are recovered as monophyletic with strong support (BPP > 0.91). 
Within Phalanger, a moderately supported (BPP = 0.80 – 0.91) clade including P. pelengensis 
and P. ornatus is the first to branch off, followed by a poorly supported clade (BPP < 0.80) 
consisting of P. lullulae and P. gymnotis. The branching position of P. vesitus and P. breviceps is 
reversed in the total evidence tree, placing P. breviceps in a monophyletic clade with P. 
orientalis (although with low support; BPP < 0.80), contrary to the molecular phylogenies of 
both this study (Figure S4) and Kealy et al. (in review). P. orientalis is recovered as 
monophyletic (BPP > 0.91) with the Timor samples forming a monophyletic clade comprising 
two subclades separating the sub-recent samples from Timor-Leste and the modern samples 
from west Timor. 
3.2 Divergence Estimates 
All the divergence estimates recovered in our dated total evidence phylogeny are markedly 
younger than those recovered in previous mitochondrial phylogenies of Phalangeridae but 
congruent with those from nuclear analyses (Table 3). Our estimates show remarkable 
congruence with those of Meredith et al. (2009), while all our 95% HPD intervals overlap with 
the Raterman et al. (2006) estimates. All our 95% HPD ranges fall outside of those of Ruedas 
and Morales (2005), while some overlap with the Kealy et al. (in review) estimates is recovered 
for all clades except Phalanger orientalis and the P. orientalis Timor samples (Table 3). 
Table 3: Divergence estimates (in millions of years, to 2 d.p.) for select nodes from the 
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Phalanger orientalis 1.18 
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0.25 
0.64 4.07 – 
1.13 
n/a n/a n/a 





0.24 1.5 – 
0.35 
n/a n/a n/a 
aCompared with most recent estimates from molecular phylogenies of Phalangeridae (Ruedas 
and Morales, 2005; Raterman et al., 2006; Meredith et al., 2009; Kealy et al., in review). bHPD = 
Highest posterior density. *Raterman et al., (2006) date ranges are the compound ranges of 
both their Multidivtime and BEAST estimates. 
3.3 Biogeographic Analysis 
Our BioGeoBEARS model comparisons show strong support for a statistical difference (p << 
0.05) between models without founder-event speciation (+J) and those with +J (Table 4). 
Furthermore, the LnL and AIC values recovered for the six model variations show greater 
support for those models which include +J than those where it is excluded. This shows that the 
DEC, DIVALIKE, and BAYAREALIKE models with the +J founder-event speciation are favoured 
over the implementation of these models without +J. Of the three +J models, the DEC+J model 
is the best fit for our dataset, based on LnL and AIC (Table 4), and thus the most likely to infer 
the correct ancestral range for each node. We therefore focus here on the results of the DEC+J 
model, however all model results are included in the Supplementary Information Figures S10-
12. 
Our DEC+J biogeographic model for Phalangeridae (Figure 3) recovers good support for an 
Australian origin of the family with a likely founder event out of Australia to Sulawesi occurring 
in the middle Miocene. The genera Ailurops and Strigocuscus are suggested to be the result of 
in-situ diversification on Sulawesi, while the Spilocuscus supports extensive inter-island 
dispersals throughout Indonesia and Melanesia. The Phalanger results suggest at least three, 
possibly four likely founder-events throughout its biogeographic history (Figure 3). The first of 
these founder-events is less well supported than the latter three, but suggests possible back 
dispersal from a Sulawesi/Sulawesi+Molucca phalangerine ancestor to New Guinea in the 
middle – late Miocene. Also in the late Miocene, two separate founder-events occur; the first 
to the Moluccas with the diversification of the P. ornatus and P. pelengensis clade, and the 
second from New Guinea to the Woodlark island group (i.e. Melanesia) with the appearance of 
P. lullulae (Figure 3). 
The later Miocene and early Pliocene evolutionary patterns in Phalanger appear to be largely 
the result of in-situ diversification on New Guinea with some later inter-island dispersals from 
New Guinea to Melanesia (and in the case of P. orientalis, the Moluccas). The final founder-
event recovered here is for the Timor P. orientalis population (Figure 3). While not recognised 
as a separate species or distinct subspecies; the Timor population is consistently recovered as 
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a separate monophyletic clade to the New Guinea P. orientalis samples (Figure 2; Figures S4, 
S9; Kealy et al., in review), and for the purposes of our investigation the application of a 
founder-event model at the population level is considered appropriate. The divergence of P. 
brecevips is also a likely founder-event, however, the lack of data on this species and its 
possible source population in Oro, PNG (Kealy et al., in review), makes further inferences into 
this dispersal beyond the scope of our current dataset. 
Table 4: Comparison of biogeographic models run in BioGeoBEARS on the dated total evidence 
Phalangeridae phylogeny. LnL = [natural] log Likelihood, d = rate of dispersal, e = rate of 
extinction, and j = relative probability of founder-event speciation at cladogenesis, AIC = 
Akaike Information Criterion. P-values are shown for each model test with and without 
founder-event speciation (+J). 
Model  Parameter Estimates  
Likelihood-
ratio Test 
 LnL d e j AIC P-value 
DEC -52.6 0.0076 1.0e-12 0 109.2  
DEC+J -48.58 0.0054 1.0e-12 0.033 103.2 0.0046 
DIVALIKE -58.29 0.010 0.010 0 120.6  
DIVALIKE+J -52.23 0.0062 1.0e-12 0.042 110.5 0.0005 
BAYAREALIKE -70.42 0.010 0.053 0 144.8  
BAYAREALIKE+J -51.93 0.0049 1.0e-07 0.052 109.9 0.0000000012 
 
4 DISCUSSION 
4.1 Classifications within Phalangeridae 
The total evidence, dated phylogeny produced by our analysis is largely congruent with 
previous molecular phylogenies (e.g. Ruedas and Morales, 2005; Meredith et al. 2009; Kealy et 
al., in review), as expected due to the re-use of many of the same sequences. While not the 
most taxonomically comprehensive (see Kealy et al., in review), this is the first total evidence 
(molecular + morphology) phylogeny to be produced for the Phalangeridae, incorporating 
fossil and aDNA data. The position of T. dicksoni and corresponding low support values (BPP > 
0.80) supports Crosby’s (2007) tentative suggestion that ‘Trichosurus’ dicksoni could represent 
an, as yet, undescribed genus of Trichosurinae. Regarding the position of our aDNA taxa, P. 
ornatus, the genus classification is well supported and a close relationship to P. pelengensis is 
reasonable based on biogeography. The future sequencing of modern P. ornatus samples will 
be required for any further investigations into the relationships and evolutionary history of this 
archaeological sample. 
The sister relationship between P. gymnotis and P. lullulae recovered in our molecular-only 
(Figure S4) and total evidence (Figure 2) phylogenies is not found by previous studies 
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incorporating the same molecular sequences (Hamilton and Springer, 1999; Osborne and 
Christidis, 2001; Raterman et al., 2006; Kealy et al., in review). In the earlier studies P. lullulae 
is recovered in closer relationship to P. orientalis (Hamilton and Springer, 1999; Osborne and 
Christidis, 2001; Raterman et al., 2006), however, as shown by Kealy et al. (in review) the P. 
orientalis identification in these analyses is unreliable and could potentially represent a species 
not included in our analysis. Kealy et al. (in review) recovers P. gymnotis and P. lullulae as two 
separate clades comprising additional species, a result of the significantly greater number of 
taxa incorporated in their analysis. Future clarification and sequencing efforts of the additional 
species recovered in the P. gymnotis and P. lullulae clades (i.e. P. matanim, P. intercastellanus 
and P. mimicus) will likely resolve this relationship. 
The reversed branching order of P. vestitus and P. breviceps in our total evidence phylogeny 
(Figure 2), compared to our molecular analysis (Figure S4) and that of Kealy et al. (in review), 
appears to be the result of ‘hidden’ support provided by the morphological dataset (Gatesy et 
al., 1999). A morphological analysis of P. breviceps, in addition to the likely source population 
on Oro, PNG (Kealy et al., in review), and further molecular sequencing of both these groups 
would be particularly helpful for improving our understanding of P. breviceps and the 
branching order between P. vestitus, P. breviceps, and P. orientalis. 
Similarly, an extensive investigation into the morphology and genetics of P. orientalis 
populations, not just on Timor, but also the Moluccan islands (e.g. Ambon) and West Papua, 
will be required to determine the details of this group’s evolutionary history (Kealy et al., in 
review). Our analysis recovers the aDNA samples as sister to the modern Timor samples, 
however, this is likely a reflection of geography; the modern samples are from west Timor, the 
aDNA from the east, rather than a temporal or methodological separation. 
4.2 Biogeographic History of the Phalangeridae 
Our divergence estimates and biogeographic model for the Phalangeridae (Table 3, Figure 3), 
provides strong support for the origin of this family in Australia sometime in the Oligocene to 
early Miocene. Following on from this we see the split between the Australian trichosurines 
and the Asia-Pacific cuscuses, with a founder-effect speciation event upon arrival of the cuscus 
ancestor on Sulawesi. The dispersal to Sulawesi is estimated to have occurred during the early 
to middle Miocene. While some land was present on both Sulawesi and western New Guinea 
at the end of the Oligocene, it was not until the early Miocene that the first volcanic activity 
and emergence of land between Sulawesi and New Guinea occurred (Hall, 2009). These small 
volcanic and uplifted islands likely enabled the cuscus ancestor to ‘island hop’ from 
Australia+New Guinea across to Sulawesi. Palaeogeographic reconstructions of Sulawesi 
suggest the emergence of highland regions over 1000 m for the first time at ca. 20 Ma 
(Nugraha and Hall, 2018), increasing the likely presence of ecosystems suitable for cuscus 
colonisation from this time. The later expansions in the size of Sulawesi during the late 
Miocene (Nugraha and Hall, 2018) likely drove the diversification of the ailuropines. 
At ca. 10 Ma (late Miocene), we see the dispersal of the Phalangerinae ancestor back east from 
Sulawesi. This is entirely congruent with the palaeogeography, as until this time, those islands 
between New Guinea and Sulawesi were still moving rapidly north and west to become part of 
the Sulawesi island complex (Hall, 2009). It is not until the late Miocene that non-Sulawesi 
islands emerge for the first time. Additionally, these non-Sulawesi islands are connected to an 
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enlarged Sulawesi, and westerly extending New Guinea by shallow seas and coral reefs (Hall, 
2009), significantly increasing the likelihood of successful cuscus dispersals at this time. These 
non-Sulawesi islands are all early members of the present-day Moluccan islands (Hall, 2009), 
also supporting a likely founder-event for the Phalanger ornatus+P. pelengensis clade at this 
time (Figure 3). 
The latter diversification of Phalanger on New Guinea during the late Miocene – Pliocene 
corresponds with the steady uplift and expansion of this region during this period (Hall, 2009). 
The later dispersals into Melanesia is also congruent with the later emergence of these islands 
(Hall, 2001, 2009). The Pleistocene dispersal of P. orientalis also corresponds to the complete 
formation and emergence of the Moluccan and Nusa Tenggara islands in their present-day 
positions (Hall, 2009). 
4.3 Anthropogenic Translocation vs. Natural Dispersal 
We focus here on the possible prehistoric cuscus translocations for which there is an 
archaeological record (Table 1). Based on current distribution and classification data (Helgen 
and Jackson, 2015; Kealy et al., in review), we consider the following five species as possible 
translocations: Phalanger orientalis (Timor Island), P. ornatus (Halmahera Islands), P. breviceps 
(New Ireland and the Solomon Islands), Spilocuscus maculatus (St Matthias Islands), and Sp. 
kraemeri (Admiralty Islands) (Table 1). Unfortunately, there is currently insufficient data on the 
Admiralty spotted cuscus (Sp. kraemeri) for its inclusion in our phylogenetic analysis. The 
archaeological record from Manus Island does not provide any clear evidence for human 
introductions (Table 1), while the distinct morphology of Sp. kraemeri and its absence outside 
of the Admiralty Islands also supports an earlier, ‘natural’ dispersal (Helgen and Jackson, 2015; 
Heinsohn, 2010). Future analysis and incorporation into the total evidence phylogeny will be 
required to clarify the evolutionary relationships of this species. 
The other Spilocuscus species considered here, Sp. maculatus, is known to have been 
introduced to the New Ireland and New Britain Islands in historic times (20th and 21st centuries; 
Heinsohn, 2010). Regarding prehistoric translocations, the St Matthias island group population 
has been suggested to result from human translocation, however, the archaeological record 
provides no clear evidence to support or disprove this hypothesis, as cuscus remains are 
recovered from the earliest deposits (Kirch, 1988; Kirch et al., 1991). The future discovery of 
natural faunal deposits which pre-date the human arrival record and lack cuscus remains 
would be required to support human translocation. Alternatively, DNA sequencing of modern 
St Matthias Island Sp. maculatus populations and possible aDNA from archaeological samples 
would enable a much clearer understanding of the evolutionary and biogeographic history of 
this group. Similarly, molecular and morphological studies of populations in the Moluccas and 
on Selayar Island (Sulawesi island group), in addition to further archaeological efforts in these 
regions, will significantly improve our understanding of this species’ biogeographic history, and 
likely identify cryptic species and subspecies within this diverse group (Helgen and Jackson, 
2015). 
The recently re-defined species Phalanger breviceps (Kealy et al., in review) is currently 
distributed throughout the Bismark Archipelago and the Solomon Islands (Helgen and Jackson, 
2015). As a result of its previous classification as a subspecies of P. orientalis, the 
archaeological records for the region which document ‘P. orientalis’ most likely refer to P. 
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breviceps or its ancestor. The identification of an ancestral source population in Oro Province, 
PNG, by Kealy et al. (in review), raises further interesting questions about the origin and 
dispersal of this species. Here we recover P. breviceps in a closer relationship with P. orientalis 
than Kealy et al. (in review), however, its Pliocene divergence estimate supports its species-
level classification. The archaeological evidence suggests an anthropogenic translocation of P. 
breviceps or its ancestor to New Ireland at ca. 23.6 – 22.5 ka (Leavesley et al., 2002; Leavesley 
and Chappell, 2004), followed by later translocations to the Solomon Islands at ca. 9 – 8.5 ka 
(Wickler, 2001). Due to the limited number of taxa in our phylogeny, we cannot determine if 
the Pliocene divergence estimate for P. breviceps reflects the in-situ evolution of its Oro 
ancestor, or a natural founder-event into the Bismark Archipelago. The lack of cuscus remains 
in the earlier archaeological deposits on New Ireland supports the former of these two 
hypotheses, with a single introduction from Oro ca. 23.6 – 22.5 ka, followed by consecutive 
eastward introductions out from New Ireland. Future DNA sequencing efforts of the Oro 
population, modern day Bismark and Solomon populations and aDNA from the archaeological 
deposits will be required to determine the divergence and dispersal history of P. breviceps and 
its island and ‘mainland’ (New Guinean) ancestor. 
An initial analysis of the Gebe Island archaeological record may suggest translocation for P. 
ornatus based on the apparent gap in the record between human arrival and earliest recorded 
cuscus remains (Table 1). However, a closer examination of the Golo and Wetef sites on Gebe 
show that no animal bone whatsoever is recorded for the lower levels of the archaeological 
deposits, raising the possibility that the absence of cuscus remains in earlier levels is likely an 
issue of preservation and not a true representation of absence on the island (e.g. Bellwood et 
al., 1998; Irwin et al., 1999; Pasveer and Bellwood, 2004; Louys et al., 2017). P. ornatus 
archaeological records on Halmahera and Morotai both correspond with the earliest deposits 
and so cannot be used to support a translocation event. As for Spilocuscus maculatus on the St 
Matthias islands, future discoveries of faunal deposits lacking cuscus remains and pre-dating 
the current archaeological records are also required to support translocation. The early 
divergence estimates recovered here along with the biogeographic model and suggested 
founder-event speciation in the Moluccas, provides strong indications for a natural dispersal 
origin of the Halmahera cuscus. 
Good archaeological and fossil evidence supports an anthropogenic translocation of P. 
orientalis to the island of Timor (Table 1; O’Connor, 2015). Additionally, model support for a 
founder-event speciation origin of the Timor populations in our biogeographic analysis and a 
recent divergence estimate from our phylogeny provide further support for a human 
introduction. While our divergence estimate for the Timor P. orientalis (Table 3) pre-dates 
both the archaeological record for cuscus (O’Connor, 2015) and the earliest dates for human 
occupation of the region (Clarkson et al., 2017; Westaway et al., 2017), it is significantly 
younger than the estimate produced by the ND2 analysis of Kealy et al. (in review). 
Mitochondrial data is notorious for overestimating divergence times (Ho et al., 2005), as 
indicated by the comparison between nuclear and mitochondrial results in Table 3. The 
incorporation of nuclear DNA, in addition to fossil and archaeological tip calibrations in our 
analysis, makes our divergence estimates here the most reliable for Phalangeridae. A split 
between the east and west Timor populations ca. 240 – 90 ka ago could potentially represent 
introductions from different source populations that separated at this time, or alternatively be 
the result of increased mutation rates upon arrival on Timor, pushing divergence estimates 
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back in time due to temporal dependency of the molecular clock (Ho et al., 2005). Regarding P. 
orientalis and the Timor population specifically, as in the case of P. breviceps and its Oro 
ancestor, the lack of data concerning the intervening populations between east New Guinea 
and Timor makes further inferences on the divergence times for the Timor P. orientalis not 
possible at this time. 
4.4 Methodological Considerations 
The application of phylogeographical methods to investigations of possible translocation 
events shows promise. While unfortunate limitations in data availability and the current issue 
of unreliable species identifications has hindered a more refined result, our results still provide 
insights into some translocation hypotheses. The combination of divergence estimates 
produced by the total evidence phylogeny with dispersal hypotheses produced by the 
biogeographic model adds a unique line of evidence to that already provided by the 
archaeological records. In particular, the incorporation of the +J parameter in the 
BioGeoBEARS program for founder-event speciation enables the detection of long-distance 
colonisation events which result in genetically isolated populations (Matzke, 2014). Founder-
events are considered rare under natural circumstances, although slightly more common in 
island regions (Mayr, 1954). A modelled founder-event for the dispersal of the Timor 
Phalanger orientalis, however, provides strong support for an anthropogenic translocation 
event, as long-distance dispersal can also be the result of human agency. The founder-effect to 
speciation, whereby the new (small) population experiences strong and rapid genetic drift as a 
result of genetic bottlenecks in the colonising population (Mayr, 1954; Matzke, 2014), is also 
seen in our phylogeographic analysis as evidence for translocation. Individuals selected by 
humans for introductory purposes are likely to be from the same population (or even the same 
family group) and representative of just one or two generations, thus representing a very small 
subset of the genetic diversity of the species. Natural dispersals, while also susceptible to 
genetic bottlenecks, have greater potential for wider genetic diversity across time and space. 
The likely rapid rates of evolution in the Timor P. orientalis population due to the founder-
effect is suggested in the over-estimates of divergence times recovered by our phylogeny due 
to temporal dependency of the molecular clock. 
In contrast, the possible introductions of the Phalanger ornatus species group to the north 
Moluccas is not supported by our phylogeography. The analysis here, with its early divergence 
estimates and good correlation between the biogeographic model and palaeogeological 
reconstructions, provides strong support for natural dispersals. Thus, this study provides hope 
for future use of this methodology for testing translocation hypotheses. Importantly, using 
phylogeography to investigate questions of prehistoric human-environment interactions 
enables the application of a largely separate line of evidence for hypothesis testing and 
validation. This is particularly important for cases such as P. ornatus where there is a lack of 
pre-cuscus faunal deposits and so the archaeological record is insufficient evidence to support 
or refute a translocation hypothesis. 
The most significant addition which biogeography can add to questions of translocations 
concerns directionality. Our study has produced two key results on this point. Firstly, 
determinations of directionality for dispersal/translocation events using phylogenetics and 
biogeographic models is demonstrated. Even with the limited dataset used here, we are able 
to determine that colonisation (probably due to translocation) of New Ireland likely occurred 
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from populations in Oro province, PNG, and that later translocations to the other Bismark 
islands and the Solomon Islands were sourced not from New Guinea, but the New Ireland or 
other island populations. Similarly, the P. orientalis population on Timor was introduced from 
the east from an evolutionary origin on New Guinea, although the exact source population, 
either New Guinea or various Moluccan islands, is still in question. The uncertainty regarding P. 
orientalis highlights the second key conclusion of directional investigations using this 
methodology: the current lack of data at a greater geographic and population-level resolution. 
Our study shows that determination of directionality in dispersals and translocations is 
possible with phylogeography, but that accurate and fine inter-island scale results require 
similarly extensive datasets. Excitingly, our study has very clearly indicated regions and species 
where brief, concerted efforts in data collection, followed by their implementation into our 
model, will provide unique insights into cuscus biogeography and their earliest human 
interactions. 
5 CONCLUSION 
This study has produced the first dated, total evidence phylogeny of the Phalangeridae and the 
first biogeographic model of the family’s history. This is also the first attempt to apply 
phylogenetic and biogeographic analyses to questions of prehistoric translocations of animals 
by people. We recovered strong support for a Miocene origin for all three phalangerid 
subfamilies, and much geographic and temporal congruence between the biogeographic 
model and the palaeogeography of the region. In particular, the founder-effect speciation 
event to Sulawesi and later, back dispersals east to the Moluccas and New Guinea is well 
supported by our biogeographic model and the palaeogeological reconstructions of Hall 
(2009). 
Concerning possible cuscus translocations in prehistory, we find good support for 
anthropogenic translocations of Phalanger breviceps from New Ireland to islands in the 
Bismarks and Solomon Islands, and likely from Oro, PNG to New Ireland. Good support for an 
anthropogenic translocation origin of the Timor P. orientalis populations is recovered by our 
phylogeny and biogeographic model, suggesting a New Guinea origin for the species although 
the exact source population location remains unknown. Spilocuscus maculatus likely also owes 
some of its present distribution to prehistoric dispersals but the current lack of data on this 
species group makes investigations of this not possible. We also found good evidence against 
translocation for Phalanger ornatus on the islands of the Halmahera island group, north 
Moluccas. Instead an early, pre-human arrival scenario of biogeographic dispersal and 
vicariance is suggested by our biogeographic model and palaeogeological comparisons.  
The secondary consideration of this model for investigating directionality is less well tested by 
our study due to the limitations of our dataset. However, there are still a number of 
conclusions we are able to make. Firstly, the likely translocation of the P. breviceps ancestor to 
New Ireland was probably only a single event, originating from cuscus populations in Papua 
New Guinea’s Oro province. Once populations became established on New Ireland, these 
would have been the source for translocations to the Solomon Islands, not additional 
translocations from New Guinea. This scenario supports a more localised focus on cuscus 
translocations within individual archipelagos. Some degree of directionality can also be 
inferred for the Timor P. orientalis based on its close relationship to the New Guinea 
populations. However, the lack of data for populations on the intervening islands makes it 
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currently impossible to determine if translocations occurred directly from New Guinea or via 
the islands of the Moluccas. 
This study demonstrates the potential this method has for future investigations of prehistoric 
anthropogenic translocations of island species. In particular, detailed biogeographic histories 
at the subspecies and population level have the potential to determine the regularity and 
direction of human introductions between islands. Key areas for future study (as detected by 
our analysis) include the aDNA record of the Bismark and Solomon cuscus, the Oro P. breviceps 
ancestral population, P. orientalis populations from Indonesian Papua (west New Guinea) and 
the Moluccas, modern P. ornatus data, and population-level information on Spilocuscus 
maculatus from St Matthias, the Moluccas, and Selayer island. Detailed phylogeographic 
analysis into all of these areas, and their input into our model, will doubtlessly uncover a 
wealth of information regarding cuscus biogeographic history, dispersals and translocation 
events. 
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Figure 1: Map showing distribution of the Phalangeridae (dark shading), with geographic 
regions used for the biogeographic analysis shaded in colours corresponding to Figure 3. 
Figure 2: Time-calibrated total evidence phylogeny of the Phalangeridae. Nodes coloured 
according to mean Bayesian posterior probabilities (BPP), black = >0.91, orange = 0.80-0.91, 
red = <0.80. Branch lengths are proportional to time and correspond to the scale at the base, 
in millions of years before present. Bars at nodes represent 95% Highest Posterior Densities 
(HPD). 
Figure 3: Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis with founder-event speciation (DEC+J) 
biogeographic model for Phalangeridae based on the calibrated total evidence analysis (Figure 
2). Pie charts indicate relative probabilities of the most likely ancestral ranges for each node 
corresponding to geographic ranges in Figure 1. Colours of widespread ranges are shown as 
mixtures of the colours used for the single areas, e.g. Phalanger pelengensis = Sulawesi (red) + 
Moluccas (yellow) = orange. Percentage probability of the modelled ancestral range (see 
Supplementary Information Table S13) is shown in corresponding colour at each node. J 
indicates a likely “jump-dispersal” or founder-event. Blue = Australia, Green = Melanesia, 
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Figure 3: Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis with founder-event speciation (DEC+J) 
biogeographic model for Phalangeridae based on the calibrated total evidence analysis (Figure 
2). Pie charts indicate relative probabilities of the most likely ancestral ranges for each node 
corresponding to geographic ranges in Figure 1. Colours of widespread ranges are shown as 
mixtures of the colours used for the single areas, e.g. Phalanger pelengensis = Sulawesi (red) + 
Moluccas (yellow) = orange. Percentage probability of the modelled ancestral range (see 
Supplementary Information Table S13) is shown in corresponding colour at each node. J 
indicates a likely “jump-dispersal” or founder-event. Blue = Australia, Green = Melanesia, 
Yellow = Moluccas, Teal = New Guinea, Pink = Nusa Tenggara Timur, Red = Sulawesi.  
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Chapter 9. Conclusion 
 
Sometime after 70,000 years ago, early modern humans (EMH) first made the crossing from 
continental Sunda (Southeast Asia) into the island archipelago of Wallacea (Indonesia and 
Timor-Leste): the earliest sea voyages of our species. Comprising the final stage of an epic 
journey, with its beginnings on the African continent tens of thousands of kilometres away, 
EMH then traversed the Wallacean seascape to land in Sahul between ca. 65 – 50 ka ago. The 
most likely route taken has been much debated, with two primary routes proposed, a northern 
and a southern one. Researchers have argued for one route over the other based on 
parsimony; depending on the distance between islands and various factors of visibility which 
are predicated to some extent by relative sea level models (Birdsell, 1977; Irwin, 1992; 
Oppenheimer, 2009). To date no resolution has been forthcoming from archaeological sites 
along either route (Kealy et al., 2016, 2018a). The capabilities required to make the maritime 
crossings and to what degree various factors such as distance of water crossing, intervisibility 
between islands, steepness of topography, and access to necessary resources would have 
facilitated or hindered the passage to Sahul has also been extensively discussed without much 
resolution. The Wallacean archipelago consists of thousands of potentially habitable islands 
and archaeological excavations have been undertaken on only a small percentage of these, 
with just nine islands with evidence for Pleistocene occupation. One method of addressing 
these issues in the absence archaeological evidence is modelling and the examination of 
proxies for human movement. Predictive modelling and remote survey analyses of the 
landscape can focus future research by improving the chances of successful recovery of 
evidence for initial EMH occupation. In this PhD dissertation I set out to investigate the initial 
movements of EMH into and throughout the Wallacean Archipelago using modelling 
techniques in combination with archaeological and proxy datasets. In the process I 
reconstructed and explored the palaeo-Wallacean seascape during initial EMH dispersal. The 
models produced by this project have determined the most likely initial route taken by EMH 
from Sunda to Sahul: a northern route from Sulawesi with a landing on the New Guinea Bird’s 
Head peninsula.  
This PhD dissertation had five key aims: 
1. To reconstruct the palaeogeography of Wallacea and the neighbouring coastlines of Sunda 
and Sahul for the periods of possible EMH arrival and dispersal (Chapters 3, 5, & 6). 
2. To model the intervisibility of islands within the Wallacean palaeo-archipelago, as they 
might have been viewed by EMHs (Chapters 5 & 6). 
3. To construct and run a least-cost surface model for human movement from Sunda to Sahul, 
based on the palaeogeographic reconstructions and intervisibility (Chapter 6). 
4. To develop a proxy model of EMH movement between islands based on the biogeography 
and possible human translocations of the Cuscus (Phalanger) (Chapters 7 & 8). 
5. To compare the least-cost model results with proxies for movement and the latest 
archaeological data from the region to test model validity and identify key regions for future 
archaeological focus (Chapter 6, 8 and below). 
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Below I summarise how each of these aims has been addressed and could be expanded on in 
the future. 
8.1. The Palaeogeography of Wallacea 
Palaeogeographic reconstructions are essential for determining island connectivity and thus, 
the development of models of human movement through the Wallacean archipelago. There is 
an unfortunate trend in our use of sea levels and time, whereby only specific sea levels are 
examined due to a time of interest, or a time is selected based on lowest sea levels. Both these 
scenarios suffer a blinker problem, with the substantial variability in sea levels on either side of 
these narrow foci largely ignored.  
Despite repeated suggestions that rising seas likely had a positive effect on Wallacean 
dispersal (Clark, 1991; Chappell, 1993; O’Connor and Chappell, 2003; O’Connell et al., 2010), 
the trend of selecting the period of lowest sea level for predicting the likely time of Wallacean 
dispersal (Birdsell, 1977; Oppenheimer, 2009) is still used by modellers of palaeogeography 
and dispersal today (e.g. Norman et al., 2018). Similarly, the selection of a single sea level 
based on estimates of likely human dispersal are still applied in current models (e.g. Bird et al., 
2018), despite the lack of resolution in archaeological dates (Clarkson et al., 2017; O’Connell et 
al., 2018) and significant variation in sea levels over very short periods of time (Lambeck and 
Chappell, 2001). 
For this dissertation I attempted a broader focus, with the reconstruction of Wallacean 
palaeogeography for multiple temporal intervals and differing sea levels. In particular, for the 
least-cost models (Kealy et al., 2018a), the time slices of 65 ka and 70 ka were selected 
primarily for the extremes in sea level they represent. This selection, in addition to the initial 
intervisibility models (Kealy et al., 2017), enabled the consideration of all sea level variations 
found between the periods of ca. 70 – 45 ka (Aim 1). 
The palaeogeographic reconstructions produced by this study indicate that the Wallacean 
Archipelago was significantly connected visually during the likely period of initial EMH 
colonisation. Continuous relative intervisibility at select intervals is recovered for both 
northern and southern routes, although this is absent for the Timor – Australia (southern 
route) option between the period of ca. 62 – 47 ka (Kealy et al., 2017). Furthermore, the 
reconstructions show substantial increases in physical connectivity throughout palaeo-
Wallacea, with lowered sea levels revealing numerous enlarged and emergent islands (Kealy et 
al., 2016). These palaeogeographic reconstructions, and the substantial inter-island 
connectivity which they promote, are particularly important for our understandings of how the 
first Wallacean peoples would have viewed their world and interacted with it. 
Importantly, the application of geographic information system (GIS) software and digital 
bathymetric (and topographic) datasets enabled the development of multiple, extensive, and 
detailed palaeogeographic reconstructions across a broad temporal and spatial scale. For 
Wallacea, the best available dataset for these reconstructions is still the General Bathymetric 
Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) dataset. Used in all the latest palaeogeographic reconstruction 
and modelling (Kealy et al., 2016, 2017, 2018a; Bird et al., 2018; Norman et al., 2018), the 
GEBCO dataset, however, is known to contain some errors that might significantly affect 
palaeogeographic reconstructions of Wallacea (Bird et al., 2018; Kealy et al., 2018a). These 
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errors are the result of GEBCO’s only moderate resolution, and interpolation and averaging of 
the data between known points. 
Bathymetric data at finer resolutions do exist for much of Wallacea as a result of early 
oceanographic survey efforts by 19th century Dutch ships (Department of Hydrography, 
Netherlands, 1902). Specifically, the various channel soundings recorded by Dutch captains 
along the many trade routes of the [then] Dutch East Indies (Indonesia). These measurements 
are currently only available in the form of physical charts, such as those of the map collection 
at the National Library of Australia, with the first efforts to produce digital scans of these 
charts having just begun (Martin Woods pers. comm.). Such digital scans hold great potential 
for future incorporation into the current GEBCO dataset to improve the accuracy and 
resolution of the Wallacean digital bathymetry.  
Such an improved bathymetry could have significant implications to the palaeogeographic 
reconstructions and corresponding intervisibility calculations, and thus our interpretations of 
connectivity in Wallacea. The major island configurations in Wallacea are unlikely to change as 
a result of a revised bathymetry, and the northern route to Sahul favoured by the models here 
would remain the most likely path. Slight variations in specific islands crossed along the way, 
however, may result from these bathymetric updates. This will affect the prospection of 
islands for future archaeological efforts. An improved bathymetry also has implications for 
other modelling efforts such as palaeocurrents, as well as interpretations of inter-island 
connections and biogeography. 
8.2. Early Human Movement through Wallacea 
In this PhD I compiled a series of spatial variables in order to develop a least-cost pathway 
model of early modern human (EMH) movement through Wallacea, and initial colonisation of 
Sahul. I then assessed the validity of the model results based on current archaeological 
evidence. 
8.2.1. The Model Results 
Modelling efforts enable the investigation of the different possible routes through Wallacea to 
Sahul in the absence of currently available archaeological data. Recent model efforts have 
relied on various forms of visibility between islands, palaeogeographic reconstructions and the 
effects of palaeo-currents and winds (Bird et al., 2018, in review; Kealy et al., 2018a, Norman 
et al., 2018). The reconstructions of visibility used in the models here (Aim 2) concern two 
variables: relative intervisibility and an estimate of absolute intervisibility (Kealy et al., 2017, 
2018a). While Norman et al. (2018) also consider relative intervisibility (their visibility buffers) 
in their model, they focus on island-to-island visibility (“visual connectivity”) from the highest 
available vantage points on the ‘home’ island. Bird et al. (2018) used a visibility estimate 
somewhat between that of Norman et al. (2018) and the absolute intervisibility (shore-to-
shore) variable employed here. They used the same calculation as Norman et al (2018) but 
limited their vantage points to only those within 10 km of the coast. Recently, Bird et al. (in 
review) used two alternative methods of visibility, one, an accurate measure of absolute 
intervisibility (their ‘outer’ visibility), and the other based on similar methodologies of the 
previous study (Bird et al., 2018) but with vantage points limited to those located within just 1 
km of the shore. 
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The measures of island-to-island visibility used by Norman et al. (2018) and Bird et al. (2018, in 
review) may be more accurate than the absolute intervisibility values used here, which 
represent basic estimates with few assumptions. The Norman et al. (2018) and Bird et al. 
(2018) visibility estimates, however, requires the viewer to travel some distance inland and 
uphill, presumably away from their settlement. Additionally, while viewing from a high vantage 
point significantly extends visibility distance, once a distant island is identified, navigation of 
the initial portion of the voyage must be undertaken based on memory if relative intervisibility 
is absent (Kealy et al., 2017, 2018a). With relative intervisibility, however, it is possible to 
measure all the regions where the voyager can travel without ever going out of sight of land. 
Furthermore, as all models assume some maritime capabilities (Bird et al., 2018, in review; 
Kealy et al., 2018a; Norman et al., 2018), and the archaeological record supports deep sea 
fishing activities (O’Connor, 2007), it is probably the people out fishing in these zones of 
relative intervisibility that likely first saw distant island(s). This means that while islands with 
absolute [shore-to-shore] intervisibility (e.g. Bird et al., in review) were likely easily identified 
and more likely to be colonised, the identification of relative intervisible islands would also 
have been a common occurrence (based on assumptions of a maritime focus; O’Connor, 2007; 
Samper Carro et al., 2016, 2017). Early fishermen in the relative intervisibility zones would 
have also more likely possessed the skills and equipment required to undertake a voyage 
beyond their home island. While the use of look-out points could have provided these early 
voyagers with additional and supportive knowledge about neighbouring islands, for the 
purposes of modelling the earliest inter-island movements, relative intervisibility appears to be 
the more realistic variable. 
The latest studies to model the EMH colonisation of Sahul, which considered the whole of the 
Wallacean Archipelago (Kealy et al., 2018a; Norman et al., 2018; Bird et al., in review), have 
found strong support for a northern route into Sahul. The least-cost model here finds 
overwhelming support for a northern route from Sulawesi, through the central Maluku islands 
with a Sahul landing point on the present-day island of Misool (Aim 3). Regardless of time 
(between 70 – 45 ka), sea level (between 85 – 25 m below present), or maritime favourability 
(high, medium, or low), every iteration of the least-cost model recovered this northern path as 
the most likely initial route taken by EMH from Sunda to Sahul (Kealy et al., 2018a). 
8.2.2. The Archaeological Evidence 
The archaeological records from Sunda and Sahul suggest EMH likely entered Wallacea 
sometime between 70 ka and 50 ka ago. Dates for EMH occupation from archaeological sites in 
Wallacea, however, remain elusive for this time period (Kealy et al., 2016; Chapter 1). Survey 
work during the course of this PhD (and as part of the larger Laureate Project) was successful 
in identifying and excavating a number of prehistoric archaeological sites in Nusa Tenggara 
Timur and Maluku Barat Daya (O’Connor et al., 2015, 2017b,c, 2018a,b,c,d; Samper Carro et 
al., 2016, 2017; Hawkins et al., 2017; Louys et al., 2017, 2018; Kealy et al., 2018b; Shipton et 
al., in review). Unfortunately, none of these sites have yet revealed evidence for EMH 
occupation which pre-dates the earliest known sites for Wallacea (Sutikna et al., 2018; Shipton 
et al., in review), let alone those for Sahul (Clarkson et al., 2017; O’Connell et al., 2018).  
Recent publications on new or revised dates from Sulawesi, Borneo, Flores, and Timor (Aubert 
et al. 2014; 2018; Brumm et al. 2018; Sutikna et al., 2018; Shipton et al., in review), have all 
contributed to greater expansions of the Wallacean dataset, and in some cases have pushed 
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back known occupation dates, although they have yet to fall within our expected range of 
Wallacean occupation. Furthermore, the archaeological surveys and excavations conducted as 
part of this project, the wider Laureate Project, and other research endeavours have yet to 
provide any definitive data to support either a northern or southern route through Wallacea 
(Kealy et al., 2016, 2018a,b). 
8.2.3. Validation by Proxy 
The goal of any model is to conduct some form of validation process upon the results, through 
comparisons with other points of evidence. For the least-cost model of initial human dispersal 
through Wallacea to Sahul, the first obvious validation attempt comes from comparisons with 
the archaeological dataset. While Sulawesi has an impressive archaeological record with some 
of the oldest dates for EMH occupation for the region (Aubert et al., 2014; Brumm et al., 
2018); the islands of central Maluku to the east are significantly lacking in early records of EMH 
occupation (Kealy et al., 2018a,b). Furthermore, none of the dates for Wallacean EMH 
occupation yet fall within the predicted range based on the bracketing Sunda and Sahul dated 
(see Chapter 1). Thus, validation of this modelled path using archaeological dates is currently 
unavailable. 
The alternative is to validate via proxy. Here preliminary efforts to investigate the prehistoric 
translocation of the cuscus in Wallacea have been conducted with the goal of identifying 
proxies for early human movements. The phylogeographic studies of the cuscus (Kealy et al., in 
review, in prep) recovered strong support for cuscus translocations eastwards from New 
Guinea in the late Pleistocene-early Holocene, and westwards to the island of Timor in the late 
Holocene. This evidence for translocation provides good support for the existence of relatively 
advanced maritime technologies and forward-planning in island occupation by this time (Aim 
4). This study did not, however, recover any evidence for translocations during the period of 
initial EMH arrival in Wallacea (Kealy et al., in prep), although future expansions on this dataset 
hold potential. 
Recent studies on ancient DNA of black rats from the Talaud Islands has been used to support 
directional movements from Sulawesi rather than previous hypotheses of a Philippine origin 
(Louys et al., 2018). However, this study is very restricted both temporally and spatially, and so 
of limited assistance for validation of the model presented here. The earliest proxy evidence 
for inter-island movements of EMH comes from obsidian sourcing methods (Reepmeyer et al., 
2011, 2016). These studies provide excellent support for the presence of an early trade 
network between the islands of Timor, Alor, Kisar, and a currently unknown source island at 
ca. 15 ka (Reepmeyer et al., 2016; Christian Reepmeyer pers. comm). The existence of such a 
network that enabled the movement of substantial material between islands (Reepmeyer et 
al., 2016; Maloney et al., 2018a; pers. obs.) by this time provides strong support for advanced 
maritime technologies and inter-connected island communities. The lack of an identified 
source island makes determinations of directionality and explicit links between the islands of 
Timor, Alor, Kisar, difficult. However, the obsidian evidence does provide very strong support 
for the high degree of inter-island connectivity suggested by the palaeogeographic 
reconstructions and intervisibility models (Kealy et al., 2016, 2017). As the least-cost pathway 
model is based upon the results of the palaeogeographic reconstructions and intervisibility 
calculations, support for these variables provides some indirect support for the modelled 
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pathway results themselves (Aim 5). Unfortunately, evidence from the earlier period of initial 
EMH arrival, and from the modelled northern path, remains elusive. 
The least-cost pathway model produced by this PhD demonstrates the most likely initial route 
taken by EMH from Sunda to Sahul based on the currently available data. This route is 
tentatively supported by proxy records but also works to highlight the substantial gaps in our 
knowledge of archaeology and biogeography for this time period, and particularly for the north 
eastern Indonesian region. 
8.3. Future Research Directions 
Future refinements to modelling early modern human (EMH) dispersal from Sunda to Sahul 
will require the development of a more accurate bathymetry for Wallacea, more extensive 
uplift records throughout the region, and a fine-scale paleocurrent model of Wallacea. Greater 
model validation capabilities will also be achieved through collection of more modern and 
archaeological data, and future archaeological survey and excavations in the central Maluku 
region. 
8.3.1. A New Bathymetry for Wallacea 
The current efforts in digital scanning at the National Library of Australia of the Dutch sounding 
charts provides a unique opportunity to improve the currently available bathymetric data for 
Wallacea. Once these digital scans are finalised they could be rectified in a GIS program and 
their sounding points converted into a digital bathymetric dataset. While the sounding charts 
do not record the entirety of the Wallacean sea floor equally, they are particularly detailed for 
the channels between the various island which is the region of poorest resolution in the 
GEBCO dataset, and also the most significant for palaeo-island reconstructions.  
The digitised sounding data could be combined with currently available digital elevation model 
(DEM) data from NASA’s Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) which produced a 
DEM for the entire globe, above sea level, at a resolution of just 30 m. For the regions of 
Wallacea below present sea level for which data would still be missing following this 
combination, estimates could be obtained through GIS interpolation techniques or alternative 
data sources sought. One such source is the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI)’s Marine 
Trackline Geophysical database. The NCEI’s Marine Trackline includes single-beam bathymetry 
data collected during marine cruises of the Wallacean region from the 1960s to the present. 
Data sources include US and non-US oceanographic institutions, universities, and government 
agencies with worldwide data coverage. A brief review of both the 19th century Dutch 
sounding charts and the NCEI’s Marine Trackline’s data coverage suggests these two datasets 
are complimentary, with the Dutch surveys providing essential near-shore and narrow channel 
information and the Trackline’s covering much of the deeper, more open sea regions and 
major channels. Once digital data points from all three sources have been obtained, a much 
more accurate interpolation analysis could produce a more reliable bathymetry of Wallacea. 
Any significant gaps in the data coverage that might remain could be filled in with the GEBCO 
measurements until more accurate records become available. 
Potential collaboration with the GEBCO team itself to integrate these different datasets into a 
more refined bathymetry of Wallacea is also possible. GEBCO, and in particular Pauline 
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Weatherall (the GEBCO Digital Atlas Manager), encourages the sharing of bathymetric data 
within the international community, and are grateful for contributions of data to help update 
their gridded data sets. There exist a variety of options for data contribution and collaboration 
with GEBCO, any of which could be carried out in the future following the digitisation of the 
Dutch soundings.  
8.3.2. Calculating Island Uplift Rates for Wallacea 
Currently, only eight islands in Wallacea have an uplift rate calculated. Due to this small 
sample size, the palaeogeographic reconstructions used here had to rely on an averaged rate 
in order to account for uplift (Kealy et al., 2017, 2018a). The incredibly complex geological 
nature of Wallacea, however, means that uplift rates throughout the region are likely to be 
highly variable. As uplift plays an important role in our understandings of palaeogeography, 
working to fill in the gaps in Wallacea’s uplift record should be one of the key priorities for 
future research in the region. Specifically, we should aim to at least have an uplift record from 
every region of Wallacea, making Maluku a top priority as it lacks any uplift records 
whatsoever (Kealy et al., 2017). Ultimately, calculations of island uplift rates for every 
Wallacean island greater than ca. 50 km2 (about 100 islands) would enable a truly detailed and 
precise reconstruction of the palaeogeography.  
8.3.3. A Palaeocurrent Model for Wallacea 
An improved palaeogeography could then be applied to model efforts concerning 
palaeocurrents in Wallacea for the period of likely EMH arrival. Unfortunately, the complex 
nature of ocean currents means their modelling in Wallacea was outside the scope of this 
study. This is not to say that they played an insignificant role in determining the likely route 
taken by EMH from Sunda to Sahul. While model studies such as Norman et al. (2018), Bird et 
al. (2018), and Bird et al. (in review) rely on modern current patterns to predict likelihood and 
directionality of crossings, the use of modern currents fails to take into consideration the 
multitude of effects the palaeogeography would have had on current strength and direction 
between islands. To resolve this, palaeo-oceanographic modelling of Wallacea and its 
surrounding connected systems during the late Pleistocene is strongly recommended for 
future research. The improved palaeogeographic reconstruction mentioned above could even 
be used to construct a physical model of the region for implementation in a flume or hydraulic 
scale model (Roelvink, 2011; Potter and Pettijohn, 2012).  
8.3.4. Cuscus Phylogenetics and Tracing Translocations 
Further research efforts are also required to improve our understanding of prehistoric inter-
island connections and movements in Wallacea. The translocation of the cuscus has shown 
significant potential and the studies conducted here have provided clear indications of areas 
for future research focus (Kealy et al., in review, in prep). Specifically, attempts to extract 
ancient DNA for cuscus remains known from pre-existing archaeological collections from the 
Solomon islands, New Ireland, St Matthias, and New Guinea would significantly improve our 
understanding of prehistoric species and population distributions in the region. Modern DNA 
and morphological analyses of the Oro cuscus, Phalanger orientalis from Ambon and west New 
Guinea, P. ornatus from the Halmahera island group, and Spilocuscus maculatus from Maluku 
and Selayer island, would all contribute substantially to improved understandings of the 
cuscuses biogeographic history. The model and method constructed here (Kealy et al., in prep) 
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provides the framework to allow these future findings to be entered and phylogeographic 
results recovered with relative ease. Similar phylogeographic analyses can also be applied to 
other possible translocations such as the Dorcopsis wallaby on Halmahera and Gebe, and the 
rufous spiny bandicoot and dusky pademelon on the Kai islands (Heinsohn, 2010). 
8.3.6. An Integrated Survey Effort 
An improved understanding of EMH inter-island connections based on animal translocation 
records would also be aided by an improved archaeological record for the region. The large 
number of unexplored islands in Wallacea and their remote locations makes the development 
of remote techniques for island selection, prior to physical surveys, a vital component of future 
research efforts. The least-cost pathway models produced by this project can be applied as a 
predictive model to identify islands more likely to have early records of EMH occupation. Once 
identified, remote survey efforts involving surface geology data, topographic maps, and 
satellite images can be employed to select the islands with the greatest potential for 
archaeological survey, and the regions of these islands with the best probability of preserving 
pre-50 ka records of EMH occupation (Kealy et al., 2018b). 
The expanded uplift-rate dataset for Wallacea (8.4.2.), combined with the sea level models, 
and applied to these islands of interest will also enable the identification of regions that were 
above sea level during the period of likely EMH arrival. GIS programs can be used to compile a 
dataset of the geological, topographic, and relative uplift/sea level data for future predictive 
models of areas with the greatest chance of preserving early occupation sites, and thus the 
points of focus for intensive, physical surveys. As demonstrated for the island of Babar, remote 
survey significantly helps to narrow the focus of these time and cost intensive reconnaissance 
efforts, while the physical survey itself is still essential for the successful identification of sites 
(Kealy et al., 2018b). 
Once surveys have successfully identified sites with excavation potential, future archaeological 
efforts should also aim to increase the sample size not only at the inter-island level but on 
individual islands as well. Furthermore, cave excavations should also aim to recover a 
comprehensive sample of the deposit to best account for non-uniform cave stratigraphies (e.g. 
excavations larger than a 1 x 1 m test pit; O’Connor et al., 2010, 2017). Any culturally sterile 
deposits recovered underlying the earlier occupations layers of a site should also be dated as 
best as possible to establish when occupation is absent. 
Attempts to address some of the association concerns raised by O’Connell et al. (2018) 
regarding dates and evidence for EMH occupation on Sunda and Sahul would also be of value 
for refining the window of likely Wallacean arrival. For example, at Lida Ajer (Westaway et al., 
2017), if direct dating of the human teeth proves unsuccessful, a possible method which could 
be applied to test the association between the teeth and the dated context is fluorine 
absorption analysis. This technique has been successfully applied elsewhere for intra-site 
sample comparison (e.g. Theden-Ringl et al., 2018). In Arnhem Land, new surveys, augering, 
excavation and OSL dating are underway to attempt to duplicate the early occupation dates 
obtained from Madjedbebe (Clarkson et al., 2017; Chris Clarkson pers. comm.). It should be 
noted, however, that the 65 ka date for Madjedbebe is the mean of an age estimate for when 
sediment accumulation began in the zone of first occupation (Clarkson et al., 2017). This 
estimate is precise to +3.7 ka and -5.7 ka, which as Wood et al. (2016) show, can hinder 
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interpretations of the chronology. Until more precise estimates can be obtained, these age 
estimates provide an envelope of time during which colonisation could have occurred with 
equal probability.   
8.3.7. Testing the Northern Pathway 
As the least-cost pathway model results have so clearly demonstrated, there is a remarkable 
lack of early archaeological sites currently known for northeastern Indonesia (Kealy et al., 
2018a,b). This highlights the Wallacean region most in need of future research focus, first with 
surveys for possible habitation sites, and secondly with follow-up excavations and dating of the 
sites. Recent excavations on Misool Island hint at a revival of interest in Maluku and Papuan 
archaeology, although radiocarbon dates are still pending and the excavation is still in its 
earliest stages (Adhi Agus Octaviana pers. comm.). To adequately test the validity of a northern 
(as the model suggests) vs southern (the next likely alternative) route through Wallacea, future 
surveys, both remote and physical (Kealy et al., 2018b), of the islands of Obi, Seram, Buru, 
Sula, and Peleng are all required. In addition, continued efforts in the south, such as the recent 
re-excavation of Asitau Kuru (previously Jerimalai) on Timor (Shipton et al., in review), aid in 
the compilation of the necessary comparative dataset.  
In response to the key gap in our archaeological records for north eastern Indonesia, the 
Northern Gateway Flagship project was recently ratified at the annual symposium for the 
Australian Research Council’s Centre of Excellence for Australian Biodiversity and Heritage. 
This flagship will focus on filling the archaeological and biological knowledge for this important 
region, with an eye for testing its likelihood as the ‘gateway’ into Sahul. Hopefully, this project 
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